
ARABIAN TALES:
Volume 3

The History of Illabousatrou, of King Schal-Goase, and Camarilzaman.

You well know, my dear Prince, that among the genies of the race of Eblis, some have
bent the knee to the Great Solomon. Illabousatrou was one of the first of them: I am of this
race, and have followed the same party. I am what, among people of my kind, is called a Cadi,
by the favour of God and of Solomon! In order to avoid the resentment and vengeance of the
party we left, and to persuade the Prophet, to whom we were subject, to ease the yoke which
was imposed upon us, we made an alliance with the children of Adam, and by means of this
we enjoy terrestrial pleasures.

Illabousatrou had had, by a mortal wife, a most beautiful daughter, named
Camarilzaman, whose repose and happiness he was anxious to secure, by marrying her to one
of the illustrious Sovereigns of the earth.

At that time, Schal-Goase, a powerful Monarch, reigned over the isles which lie in the
middle of seven seas, at the extremity of the East.

To this King, Illabousatrou appeared in the shape of an old man, and proposed an
alliance, of which the beautiful Camarilzaman should be the pledge. The Monarch, upon
seeing this lady, was enamoured of her, and soon after married her.

A great party of the genies, who were subject To Illabousatrou, took up their residence
in the dominions of Schal-Goase. The adjacent seas also were peopled with them; and in no
place under heaven did the genies and the children of men live so harmoniously together. This
happiness was greatly increased, by the birth of the charming Dorathil-Goase, the first fruit
of the marriage of Schal-Goase and Camarilzaman.

Did the gifts of heaven always secure prosperity, the happiness of this amiable Princess
must have been complete. She seemed to enlighten the cradle which first received her; and
every succeeding day beheld some new accomplishment unfold. But when her father
consulted the stars respecting her destiny, the same disorder, which appeared in the planetary
system at your birth, appeared also at hers; and with so striking a resemblance, as to shew
that yon was that Arabian Prince, sprung from the tribe most beloved by the great Prophet,
to whom, after being both exposed to the greatest dangers, she was at last destined by fate,
and that this union alone could secure her and your tranquillity, happiness, and fortune.

From that moment I was entrusted by Illabousatrou with the care of your education,
but was prevented from coming to you by the orders of Solomon. Nor could I obtain his
permission, until your advancing years required the attention and instructions of a matter.
Ilfakis, on whom the Emir had vainly cast his eye, lay at the point of death. I drew near to
him, and seizing the moment, when the angel of death carried off his soul, I substituted my
spirit in the room of his; then, by means of a strong elixir, I revived the body, of which I took
possession; and it is to this first miracle you were indebted for a governor.
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When I found it was time to engage you in other labours, I carried back the body of
Ilfakis to his tent; and it being again subjected to the law of mortality, which had been
suspended, it soon fell into dissolution.

I then employed my attention in seeking for you a valiant Knight, and found one, who
was expiring on the field of battle, which lay scattered with the bodies of heroes he had slain.
I took possession of his body, stopped the blood which flowed from his wounds, and having
healed them, with a balm of more sovereign virtue than that of Mecca, I restored to it its
original vigour, armed it with a scimitar, which Solomon had once carried, and you now see
before you this Knight. It was under this form I appeared to the Emir Salamis, when I asked
of you a share of the favours of the daughter of Hyemen, and you became my pupil.

“My dear Habib, under both these forms you have entertained a tender friendship for
me, and your heart has not deceived you; for never did a being of my nature conceive so fond
an attachment to a son of Adam, as that which I feel towards you. Banish, therefore, all
distrust; recall the lessons I gave you under the name of Ilfakis. I instructed you in the
knowledge and use of the talisman; but I must now put you on your guard against the spirits
who might bring you into subjection. The race of Eblis is, in general, very wicked, and very
corrupted; happy is he amongst us, on whom the great Solomon hath set his mark. The rest
are entirely set upon our ruin and yours. For this reason they persecute the beautiful
Dorathil-Goase, who, being the daughter of a man and a genie, might rescue them from the
curse under which they lie. And hence also you are already the objet of their suspicion, as the
hero destined by fate to avenge Dorathil-Goase of their attempts and treachery.

By the death of her father, this Princess is now become Sovereign. Illabousatrou, her
grandfather, hath given her the most expert genies to fill the office of Viziers; yet the island
in which her capital is situated is the only part of her dominions that enjoys tranquillity; the
other six, and the seven seas, being all either in rebellion, or infested by enemies. There
remains but one resource for her, and to this the destinies will conduct her, when the young
Habib, to whom she has already bestowed her heart, shall arrive in her kingdom, and deliver
her from her enemies.

During this account of Il’Haboul, the young Sultan stood without moving his eyes, or
breathing, and passing alternately from hope to fear, from surprise to surprise, and from
wonder to wonder. Emotions, till then unknown, agitated at once his understanding and his
heart. Called by destiny to the dominion of seven seas, and to receive the hand of a Princess,
whose happiness depended on him alone, he felt an emotion, which he could not suppress. He
already burned to expose himself to the dangers which threatened him; and was spurred on
to the enterprise, by the hope of a double crown, the fire of love, and his thirst for glory.

“Beloved and powerful genie,” said he to his protector, “what road must I take? Before
you leave me, vouchsafe to point out the most efficacious means of assisting her, who expects
every thing from my valour. The sacrifice of my repose and life are but trifles, compared with
my justifying the secret partiality she has conceived for me, and the decrees of fate, by whose
will we are to be united.”

“By this transport of glory,” replied Il’Haboul, “I recognize my pupil, and the son of
the illustrious Emir. Salamis! But forget not, my dear Habib, that the genies, your rivals with
Dorathil-Goase, and your avowed enemies, will exert themselves against you, and lead on to
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rebellion corrupted men, who although they are not conscious of it, are yet under their
command; the animals, the elements, and all nature will conspire to carry on their abominable
plots.”—“God and my courage will not forsake me,” said Habib; “and you yourself will assist
me.”—“Ah!” resumed the genie, “were I not obliged to restore to the earth, the mortal
remains of the Indian Knight, I could indeed be of very great service to you; but I am
subjected to a rigorous law, which I cannot evade. Persist boldly in your noble designs! But
do not expect me to point out at present, the road which you ought to pursue. The whole
extent of the earth separates you from your lover; but the orders of fate can open a passage
for you into her dominions, which the malice of her enemies renders inaccessible.

“You once told me, my dear Il’Haboul, that a brave man could over-rule the
fates.”—“You may take desperate resolutions, when no other remain to be chosen, but wait
till some event shall inform you of what you are to do: I am of opinion, that what you would
now undertake would turn to your disadvantage. Go and attack lions; you have already
destroyed many of them without my help, and with no other weapon than your poniard. In
this manner accustom yourself to dangers, that you may so prepared before hand for those
which await you. Adieu! my dear Habib! I will not return to the camp of Salamis. I must avoid
all explanation with him; and though he should learn from you who I was, and what I am, yet
all the world besides must remain ignorant of it. I have not always been the friend of men, but
you have reconciled me to them, and may depend upon my attachment. Embrace me, my
dear Habib.” At these words he mounted his steed, and departed.

As soon as he was out of the view of the young Sultan, he entered the desert, and
stopped at the foot of a little hill. He there quitted his horse, and having dug a deep ditch,
deposited the earthly body in which he was clothed; and being now freed from every mortal
incumbrance, and availing himself of the two days which were still allowed him by the orders
of Solomon, he quickly transported himself to the dominions of Dorathil-Goase.

A dark battalion defended the frontiers. But he was informed by a spirit who had
deserted, that the White, the Yellow, the Green, the Red, and the Blue Islands, had all been
subdued by the rebel genie Abarikas, who possessing at first only the Black Hand, had made
himself master of all the rest, and of the interjacent seas.

The Princess, shut up in Medinazilbalor , her capital, possessed only the country in1

which it was situated. It was all that the protection of Illabousatrou her grand-father, and her
Viziers the genies, had been able to save from the attacks of the rebel, who had assembled
from the depths of the ocean, a legion of revolted spirits. These six islands, now under the
power of wicked spirits, were governed by chiefs still more wicked and tyrannical; the people
became the victims of their vices, and the perpetual sport of their dark enchantments. In vain
did Dorathil-Goase call upon the deliverer whom the fates had foretold: every avenue was
guarded, and her abode was inaccessible to mortals. All nature appeared to be in subjection
to these malevolent genies.

Il’Haboul secretly lamented the dangerous obstacles which opposed the bravery of his
pupil: but reduced now to inactivity and silence, he impatiently longed for the moment, in

  Medinazilbalor. The city of Crystal.
1
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which his protection was to become necessary. In the mean time, he returned to the duties
of his ordinary situation, and watched over events.

Mean while, Habib, after the departure of his preceptor, had hastened to Salamis and
Amirala, and informed them of the astonishing circumstances he had just learned. The fire of
his looks, the faultering of his voice, and his uncounected discourse, painted at once the
dangers and the charms of Dorathil-Goase, his difficulties, and his hopes.  “On me alone she
must depend,” would he say, with a noble assurance. “I must rest no more, until I have set
her at liberty. The moments are precious, and none can point out the road that will conduct
me to her! What is to be done in such a dreadful uncertainty!”

His parents observed that his extraordinary passion was not so much the effect of a
sympathy of soul, as of the power of the stars, which they could not counteract; and therefore,
instead of opposing his resolutions, they contented themselves with pointing out his duty, and
recalling to his memory the wise counsels of his instructor. The young Sultan, as well in
obedience to these, as to avoid a state of inactivity, which was disagreeable to him, left the
tents, and hastened to a solitary asylum, whither he had often resorted with Il’Haboul,
situated in a rural valley, embosomed in the mountains near the camp of Salamis.

There, as an agreeable relaxation from their warlike labours, they had stopped the
current of a little rivulet, by a bank, and collected its waters in a basin, formed by the hand
of nature; the trees lent it a charming shade, and their branches only left some small openings,
through which the eye could rest with delight, on the prospect of the surrounding mountains.
Flowers of every hue, the rarest plants, and aromatic herbs, were profusely scattered on the
banks of the stream, and the earth, happily protected from the heat of the sun, abundantly
displayed the riches of nature. At a small distance stood a cottage, or rather a palace, formed
of the branches of trees, covered with bulrushes, and hung with mats. Their sophas were
covered with the skins of wild beasts they had killed; and an outward row of perpendicular
stakes defended this remote retreat from every hostile attack

In persuading Habib to prepare this retreat, Il’Haboul taught him the means of
drawing amusement from his own mind. Seated at the door of this singular habitation, he
directed his attention to the beautiful amphitheatre which it overlooked. “Are you not
delighted,” would he say to him, “with the reflection, that it is to yourself alone we are
indebted for the little amusements we here enjoy? Our happiness, if ever it is complete, must
depend upon ourselves.”

This retreat, of which Habib was extremely fond, was peculiarly fitted to feed his
growing passion. He was shut up there to muse on the only object of his thoughts, and of the
means of uniting her to himself.

One day he was indulging in these pleasing meditations, his eyes were fixed on the
Almos, without reading it, and his imagination lost amid thoughts of love and of war, when,
on a sudden, he heard an uncommon noise in the air: he kneeled down, and gently putting
aside the branches, which interrupted his view, he perceived a large shadow over the basin;
it came from an object high in the air, which, after the shadow had moved over a small space
of ground, alighted on the brink of the water. This was a bird of a black and white colour, and
of a prodigious size, carrying a pavilion on its back, whose walls seemed to be of gauze, and
whose door and windows were bordered with, flowers.
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The bird having alighted, the pavilion flew open, and there fell from it a golden ladder,
on whose top was a figure, supported by others equally remarkable for their beauty. She wore
on her head a tiara, formed of her own tresses, and strings of pearls: the beauty of her
complexion might be compared to the lily set off with the shades of the rose. The sparkling of
her eyes, and the dimples of her vermilion lips, seemed alternately to animate the graces of
her smile, or the fire of her sentiment.

When she raised her eyes to heaven, the sun was obscured; when she cast them down
upon the ground, it was covered with flowers; and when she smiled, all nature seemed to smile
around her. But how did Habib feel, when he saw her walk, and perceived that her every
motion was accompanied with an air as affecting as it was majestic. At length she came
towards the Sultan’s retreat, leaning on the arm of one of her beautiful attendants, and,
without observing him, at the distance of two steps, sat down on a green bank.

She turned her eyes from one side to the other, and sighing, said,—“He is not here; I
have been deceived; this is not the place of his abode!—But these smiling groves, the sweet
murmur of these waters, and these flowers, which art and nature cherish, all here is his
work!—But he is not here himself!—Oh! ye green plains and groves, who owe your growth
and beauty to the care of my dear Habib, listen to me; borrow words to express your meaning;
and when he wanders into this lovely solitude, tell my lover, that the affectionate Dorathil-
Goase hath come to seek her hero in the middle of Arabia, to offer him her heart and a throne,
and thereby fulfil his destiny!— Shall she then be forced to leave these countries, without
having beheld the idol of her soul!” Thus spake this disconsolate Princess, raising her hands
to her eyes, as if to stop the starting tear. Habib seized this moment to throw himself at her
feet, and had bathed them with his tears, before she could perceive or prevent him.

“Do I then behold you?” exclaimed me, casting her eyes at once upon the picture she
always wore in her bosom, and upon him who was kneeling before her. “Is it no more an
illusion? My dear Habib!”—“Yes, it is your lover, your deliverer, O Queen of my life!” replied
he, as he covered her hand with kisses. A deep silence, the genuine expression of admiration
and love, then succeeded. But this enjoyment, as pure as it was delightful, lasted but for a
moment. A sudden noise was heard, and a bird was seen in the air, moving towards them. All
at once it changed its appearance, and they found it to be a genie in a human form, who
advanced towards Dorathil-Goase. “What! Is it you Ilbaracas?” said she to him; “what urgent
business has brought you hither from Medinazilbalor?”

“Your whole dominions, Queen, are in danger of being lost by your absence. Availing
himself of this circumstance, the rebel Abarikaf has attacked the only island which remained,
and your grand Vizier is unable to oppose the innumerable foes by whom your coasts are
infested. All the rebel genies have now repaired to the standard of your adversary; they
blacken the billows of the sea, and its shores are covered with them; the roaring of lions, of sea
bulls, and of the sea horse, frighten the people; and the sound of the echoes carry terror even
to your capital. Hasten to oppose this fury, with your magical talisman, and avail yourself of
the only passage which is open to you, by flying through the middle region of the air.”

At this account, the blood boiled in the veins of the young Habib; fire flamed from his
eyes; his stature appeared to rise above its ordinary height; and his deep and animated voice
spread terror all around. “Let us march towards these monsters,” exclaimed he. “I will
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destroy them from the earth and the sea, and will avenge the cause of heaven and  the
Queen!”—“Prince!” replied Ilbaracas in astonishment, “had you the necessary armour, you
might succeed in this enterprise; but the enemies of the great Solomon cannot be subdued but
by Solomon’s arms; for these you must search on the heights of Mount Caucasus, and a
thousand dreadful dangers lie in the way.” Then addressing himself to the Queen, “Let us
depart, Madam, the moments are precious; and a single instant wasted in inactivity may
make the guilty Abarikas triumphant.”

The two lovers, after the most tender embraces, took leave of one another, with a
courage worthy of the greatness of their souls. Dorathil-Goase entered her pavilion, and the
roc, taking flight, soon disappeared. Habib followed her with his eye, till he could see her no
more, and then indulged himself more than ever in the passion of love, and in the desire of
glory. 

“Farewell, blessed fountain!” exclaimed he, “whose waters have quenched my thirst,
and in whose salutary streams I have often bathed. Thou canst no more bring me relief; A fire
consumes me within, which all thy waters could not extinguish.

“Farewell, ye flowery lawns, on which my beloved hath trode; and if I am again to
behold hold you, preserve for ever the prints of her feet!

“Adieu, ye tender shrubs, who have lent your shades to my love! Let it be your
perpetual boast, that you once concealed so many charms!

“And thou earth, who haft witnessed my felicity, farewell! fear not that Habib will ever
forget thee! Compared with thee, the palaces of Kings shall for ever be despised. Here my soul
first opened to happiness, and burned with the fire of love!—But here also was Dornthil-Goase
most cruelly torn from me!—Yes, I will brave the infernal spirits, who dispute my claim to
her! Great Prophet! point out the road which conducts to her! I will pierce the heart of the
traitor Abarikaf! And thou, great Solomon! if I am not unworthy to be the instrument of thy
glory, grant me wings, that I may flee over Mount Caucasus! Covered with thy buckler, may
I be able to overthrow the enemies of the Queen of my soul!”

After this, Habib offered up his prayers, performed his ablutions, and returned to his
father’s tent, determined to set out for Mount Caucasus, as soon as he should obtain his
permission. It may easily be imagined with what warmth he described to Salamis and
Amirala, the different circumstances of his last adventure, His words were so animated, that
they seemed so many breathing pictures. But what was their surprise, when they heard his
solemn vow, not to rest his head under any tent which was not erected on Mount Caucasus.

“What a desperate enterprise! my son,” said the Emir. “Are you ignorant that this
mountain is situated at the very extremity of the earth, and that the road which conducts to
it lies through the most frightful deserts? Man you may overcome, but the severity of the
climates, with which you are unacquainted, how will you be able to support? How will you
defend yourself against the universal famine, which desolates the immense tracks of country
through which you must pass? These are enemies which you cannot vanquish.”— “Ah! my
father,” replied Habib, “what fear can deter me, when urged by love, by glory, and by fate.
And were I not under the influence of these, yet from the hatred of tyranny, which burns in
my heart, I would ransack the bowels of the earth in search of Abarikas.”
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Salamis was constrained to yield to these sentiments, which he himself had cherished
in his son, and could make no reply to them, which would not contradict his own principles.
He, therefore, made choice of twenty persons, of approved courage and prudence, and having
associated them with his son, gave them a commodious and light equipage, and two camels
to carry their tents and baggage.

The day of his departure being come, the parents tore themselves from the arms of
their beloved son. Afflicting and melancholy was the separation; and the feeling Amirala, in
tears, exclaimed,

“My cedar, upheld by the strongest roots, excelled in beauty the cedars of Lebanon.
The fowls of heaven built their nests among its branches, and our flocks fed under its shade;
but it has been suddenly transplanted into the dry sand of the wilderness.

“Ye furious winds, attempt not to shake him; he was formed to resist your rage!
“Ye dark clouds, lightnings, and tempests, preludes of the thunder, spare the stalk

marked with the seal of the great Prophet!”
“It is enough, my dear Amirala!” said Salamis; “our son’s design is noble, and he is

bound, by his vow, to prosecute this enterprise. The lioness feeds not her young ones for
herself: when age and the enemy call them to the combat, she leads them forth against the
tigers.”

At length the caravan departed. Habib began the journey with a cuirass of Haoudi ;2

his buckler, which felt light to him, would soon have fatigued the strongest arm. His spear was
as strong as a tree, whose foliage already furnishies a shade: and the weight of his scymetar
might crush the body, which its blade could not cut asunder.

He felt not the fatigues of the journey, as he marched to glory and Dorathil-Goase; and
the roads seemed to him covered with flowers. Yet Habib was in the middle of deserts,
exposed to every want, and experiencing the severity of hunger and thirst. He was at times
accidentally supplied with wild fruits, and the waters of some remote fountains; and with these
little supplies, all his wants were soon forgotten. But the warriours, who accompanied him,
being neither lovers nor heroes, began to feel themselves fatigued, at the end of two months,
though their complaints at first were but slight. By a fortunate circumstance, they found a
place, which was inhabited by shepherds, where they were plentifully supplied with milk, and
had some bottles filled with it. Habib supposed this unexpected supply would revive their
courage, and remove their ill humour; but his retinue, concluding it to be impossible to reach
Mount Caucasus, without exposing themselves to the danger of perching by hunger, or fatigne,
made some  observations on this subject to the young Sultan.

“I thought,” said he, “that my father had given me men as my companions, but you
are only women in arms. I will not abuse the weakness of your sex. Yet, I must observe to you,
that you have already come too far to return without danger; but since you think those which
I am to encounter, more difficult to overcome, give me my share of the treasure with which
you were entrusted by my father. Carry back your baggage and your camels.” I can lie down
and sleep in the open air. It was not with a view to your assistance that I consented to take
you with me; I thought you lovers of glory, and formed to acquire it; and was anxious to share

  Haoudi. This is the heaviest, and, at the same time, strongest kind of cuirass.
2
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mine with brothers and brave Arabians: these titles you do not deserve, and therefore let us
part. Go, return to Salamis, and tell him that you left his son on the way to glory, armed with
strength and courage, under the protection of the great Prophet, and in full hope of victory and
success.

The firmness of this speech astonished, but did not alter the companions of the young
Sultan. They looked upon him as an obstinate fool, who sacrificed every thing to his idle
fancies. “We are accountable for our existence,” said they among themselves, “to our wives
and our children, and it would be folly in us to follow the capricious whim of a young man, who
is seeking death in pursuit of this mount Caucasus, which appears to fly before us. Our camels
are quite decayed, and our armour is worn, and we shall soon be without any resource in the
middle of these deserts.—Yet,” added they, “should we return without him into Arabia,
Salami’s would look upon us as cowards, who had abandoned his son, and his vengeance
would be inevitable.. If this Habib would die here!—There are plenty of plants for embalming
him; we would put him on one of our camels, and quietly carry him to his father.”

Ingratitude is the consequence of cowardice, and leads to guilt. These treacherous
friends soon laid their plan. But how were they to surprise Habib! Constantly armed, and ever
ready to sell his life dear to those who might dare to attack it, he slept in the night under his
buckler, and was awaked by the least noise; nor did his courage and activity ever desert him,
even in his hours of repose.

Among these conspirators, there was one whose heart revolted at guilt; but he durst
not venture to discover his real sentiments. He dreaded the resentment of the rest, especially
as he had joined in their complaint.. Should he reveal this plot to Habib, he exposed the whole
company to his vengeance, and might eventually be exposed himself: and should the hero
prove virtorious, he foresaw that he must follow him alone. In this uncertainty, he thus
addressed his companions: “Why,” said he, “expose yourselves to a dangerous conflict? Habib
never quits his poniard; and suppose you should be covered with your armour, yet before you
could deprive him of life, his hand would easily reach your heart, But there is a less
dangerous, and a much more certain method; I know a particular herb, which grows in these
places, whose leaf is covered with a white powder, more powerful in its operation than opium.
I will gather some of these, and as I have the particular charge of preparing provisions for him
in the evening, I can administer the soporific at a proper season; and then you will be able to
execute your project without danger. If, in this way we can carry on our designs, why should
we embrue our hands in his blood? He never offended any of us. And if he obliges us
needlessly to expose our lives, to gain a whimsical end, he also exposes his own. His
disordered mind leads him on to unavoidable death, and without attempting his life, we can
provide for our own safety. Betides, let us recollect, that he is the son of the valiant Salamis,
in whose dominions our wives and our children sleep in peace, and under the shadow of whose
buckler our flocks feed in security. To us he has always been a good father, and there is not
one here who hath not shared of his substance, even in the last extremity. Let us not then
stain our hands with innocent blood! One day the great Prophet will require it at our hands.
Let us abandon Habib in these deserts; and when we shall have deprived him of his arms, and
every assistance, we need not be afraid of his ever reproaching our ingratitude.”
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The conspirators yielded to the advice of Rabir, and he undertook the charge of
executing the plan. He gathered the dangerous poison from thee plant with which he was
acquainted, and carefully prepared such a quantity of it as he knew would not occasion death;
reserving it till a proper opportunity offered, which happened that very evening.

They arrived in a plain, whose excellent pasture was nourished by the refreshing
influence of a small rivulet. They persuaded Habib to repose himself; and, more from
prudence than need of sleep, he yielded to their advice. He retired securely under his tent,
took some food, and at one draught swallowed the poison, which had been infused in a cup of
milk. The conspirators availing themselves of the profound sleep in which their chief was
buried, hastily departed, carrying off with them every thing they were able; and leaving
nothing to the young Habib, save his buckler, which was under his head, the cloak on which
he was laid, and the poniard which was fixed to his girdle. Thus did these twenty knights,
chosen by Salamis, abandon his son; they took the road to Arabia, and, after much fatigue,
at length beheld the waving banners of the Emir’s tents.

This moment, which might have been expected to be that of their happiness, became
in reality that of confusion, inquietude and remorse. “How shall we appear before Salamis?”
said they among themselves. “What account shall we give of the loss of his son? You Rabir,
who began, and conducted our project so successfully,. assist us now in bringing it to a happy
conclusion.”—“You are mistaken concerning my views,” replied he. “I saw you resolved to
sacrifice the blood of Habib, and endeavoured to turn you aside from your purpose, by
seeming to encourage you in it. For this alone did I then appear to be an accomplice with you;
but at present I am torn with remorse, and by no means in a condition to invent a falsehood,
which might conceal our perfidy; my looks, my countenance, my silence, and my confusion,
would all serve to betray us. Invent some story yourselves, and let the most impudent relate
it. I will not contradict, but neither can I assist you.”—“Very well,” replied one of them, “I will
undertake this business.”

The caravan arrived in the camp of Salamis; and the Emir and Amirala came out to
meet the company, eager once more to behold their son. But imagine their surprise, when
they beheld nothing but tears, and heard nothing but sighs! He who had agreed to speak
advanced towards Salamis, and said,

“Powerful Emir! We return, pierced with grief, at the afflicting news which we bring;
but what would our attempts to smooth the matter avail! The son whom you seek, heaven has
torn for ever from your hopes. The deserts, through which we passed, are infested with
venemous serpents, which lurk under the sand. One evening, as the young Sultan was about
to offer up his prayers, and had spread his mantle on the ground, in order to kneel upon it, the
moment he had bowed down, a serpent darted at him, and stung him in the face. This was
followed by the most dreadful consequences, and these terminated fatally. We wished to have
embalmed his body, and brought it back with us; but the violence of the venom had so
disfigured it, that we were under the necessity of burying it in the saud, to avoid the
pestilential infection with which we were threatened.” At this report, the Emir rent his
garments, tore his aged locks, and covered his body with dust: the whole camp resounded with
the cries of the disconsolate Amirala; and the sixty-six tribes of Salamis were overwhelmed
with grief.
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Meanwhile, what hath become of the young Habib? Hath he opened his eyes to the
light, or hath the poison’s active rage deprived the Queen of seven seas of her sweetest hope?

The sun had arisen in the east in all his splendour, and shot his burning rays on the
eyelids of Habib, across an unclouded horizon. The awakened birds warbled on the tops of the
trees which overshadowed the meadows; and the fragrant flowers delighted the sense of the
young hero; while the gentle zephyrs fanned his locks, and shed an agreeable freshness over
his cheeks. All nature now having shaken off repose, invited him to awake, and, as the
strength of the potion was now exhausted, he at length opened his eyes. Yet affected with the
ravishing spectacle around him, he still believed himself under the illusion of an enchanting
dream.

His mistake, however, was but momentary. He arose, and recovered his senses and
recollection; he endeavoured to find where he was, all was silence around him; he looked
abroad, and beheld nothing but frightful deserts; he then called on his companions, his arms,
and his steed; but all had disappeared. “O treachery!” exclaimed he; “mourn unhappy Arabia!
thy knights are void of virtue; and from the dread of labour and death, they have fallen into
infamy!

“Thy glory is departed, wretched Arabia! tear thy hair; cover thyself with the dust, and
bathe thyself in tears! Cry and howl, till the tygers and panthers are dismayed, for the
enormous crime of treachery has been engendered in thy bosom. Ah! who on earth will be
faithful, since the Arabian knights have ceased to be true? Ye men! For ever henceforth shall
ye be despised, for the great Prophet hath scorned his own. Ye fertile plains of our country!
no more shall your seed come to perfection, and ye shall produce nothing but wild fruits.
Happy flocks of our valleys, your fruitful dugs will be dried up.

“Ye active and industrious people, who carried plenty with you even to the barren
regions of Hesebon and Philarioth, who said to the desert, thou shalt be a desert no more!
behold the colours of our tents streaming in the air; triumph in your success! And ye, once a
happy people! come down from these places where you were possessed of every thing; lay
aside your armour; in vain are ye loaded with buckler and spears. Prepare yourselves for flight
or for slavery. The weapons which you throw, and the arrow which flies from your bow, are
but vile reeds, since the honour of Arabia is gone! Stretch out your hands to receive your
chains. The people that were not virtuous, never yet were free.

“Insult no more over the effeminacy of Egypt, or the Syrian, who, in quest of riches,
commits himself to the inconstancy of the waves: remember that you have now no defence.

“O Salamis! O my father! when thou shalt require of these cowards the treasure thou
entrustedst to them, and with thy awful voice shalt say, “Where is my son?”—“Ah! how shall
they be filled with dismay! Too late will the bowels of the earth open to devour them. Return
not, cowards, into Arabia! Nor, with your hated presence, afflict those whom you will
dishonour. Following me, you were afraid of labour, of famine, and of death. May labour, and
famine, and death pursue you, from desert to desert!

“Star which presided at the birth of Habib, through a thousand dangers you call him
to high fates, now behold him! present dangers he despises, and hastens to meet others. Thus
may your influence brave every obstacle, and support him in his course!
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“Protector of Mussulmen! fall at his feet.” With these words Habib kneeled down at
the side of the fountain, and performed his ablution, and offered up his prayers to God and his
great Prophet, certainly with more fervour, and with as much tranquillity, as if he had been
under his father’s tent.

He directed his eyes towards the star of the North, which was henceforward to become
his guide; and perceived a high and steep hill, which he determined to climb. Near him he saw
his cloak and his shield. “Precious gifts of heaven!” exclaimed he, “you have been saved from
the hands of perfidy, and shall be my bulwark and defence! He like wise found his poniard in
his girdle. “Fear nothing, my dear Dorathil-Goase,” added he; “your knight is no longer
disarmed; he has still weapons left to avenge you of your foes.”

Before he departed, he provided himself with some wild plants; with which Il’Haboul
had made him acquainted, and whose roots might serve him for nourishment. He at length
began his journey, and travelled with much less anxiety than when accompanied by the
twenty malcontents. With his head uncovered, he endured the sun’s heat, and defied its
fiercest beams. Agility, united to strength, enabled him to perform the journey with great
rapidity; and he stopped only thrice a day, to offer up his prayers, and now and then to refresh
himself with the roots he had laid in store. Before night he had gained the third part of the
mountain, which he had perceived in the morning. There he found a ditch full of water, but
so deep, that he could not reach it without much labour. A tree overhung this hollow, which
had been formed by the rapid fall of the water; and with his poniard he cut up another by the
roots, and joined it to the first, and thus he gently descended to the very bottom of the ravine,
to quench the burning thirst which consumed him. Affected, however, with this unexpected
blessing, before he satisfied his real need, he performed his ablutions, and gave thanks to the
Author of Nature, and Mahomet his Prophet. After this he came out of the ravine.

In this place he was obliged to pass the night, and to defend himself from wild beasts.
At a little distance, he perceived a rock hollowed out by the water; and having collected a
number of very large stones, he formed to himself a sort of cave, wherein he might sleep in
security. There he spread his cloak, placed his buckler under his head, and after some
reflections on his situation, abandoned himself to sleep.

“The brave,” said he, “find their tent in every place, while the abject can no where find
rest to his head.

“Happy is he who hath learned in camps to sleep amid the sound of trumpets! the
thunder will not disturb him.

“Il’Haboul, and my father taught me to become a man; and such as they formed me,
I here find myself.

“Salamis! behold your son: Il’Haboul I behold your pupil: and Dorathil-Goase! behold
your lover. In peace he reposes under a rock, in the fond expectation of awaking to glory.

“Ye stars, enemies to my happiness! ye oppose the decrees of heaven, and one day ye
shall be driven from your spheres. A pavilion, made by the hands of men, would leave me
exposed to your strokes; but, sheltered by the enormous mass which covers me, I defy your
fiercest rage.”

Saying this, Habib fell asleep. The savage inhabitants of the forest, attracted to the
rock, by the footsteps of the traveller, roamed around his cave. They set up terrible roars, and
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contended for the prey, of which they thought themselves already possessed. Love might keep
the lover of Dorathil-Goase awake, but fear had no power to disturb his rest. Nature shed over
him her drowsy influence; and, amid the dismal noise of lions and tigers, he took that repose,
of which he stood greatly in need.

Day began at length to appear, through the chinks of the vast enclosure with which
Habib was surrounded. He therefore came out, and descended again into the ditch, to perform
his ablution, and offer up his prayers. He then refreshed himself with the few roots that
remained, resumed his cloak and his buckler, and set out on his journey.

Scarcely had he reached the summit of one mountain, when he saw before him
another, still more inaccessible. No path nor practicable road was to be seen; and he must
climb it by leaping from one rock to another. And when be met with a plain, he had to tread
on deep and burning land, where, even in the places best defended from the rage of the fun,
no tuft of grass, nor a single drop of water, was ever found. Nature herself had dried up these
frightful regions, and seemed to prepare for the traveller the road to the infernal mansions.

Overpowered with fatigue, and wasted with hunger and thirst, Habib perceived that
his store of roots was exhausted; and therefore redoubled his steps, that he might reach the
mountain that lay in his way, before it was night. After many efforts he at last arrived, but
found neither springs nor ditches there. He hastily built a hut with stones, and shut himself
up in it, tortured with want and fatigue. Yet he tried the only method that remained, to
refresh his tongue and the roof of his mouth, which were perfectly parched by the dust and
the heat of the sun. Having observed, that the dew fell in great abundance in that country, he
spread his handkerchief on a rock without his cave, intending to squeeze out the dew, as soon
as he thought it sufficiently soaked.

Having taken this precaution, which saved him from the greatest of evils, he went to
rest, having first performed the duties of a pious Mussulman. But he would not have been
able to sleep, unless he had thus communed with himself. “Speak,” said he, “with thyself,
Habib, be the reply! In travelling through danger to glory, did destiny promise, that thou
shouldst enjoy conveniences on thy way?

“Thou art now in the desert: Ask Mahomet, why he hath not commanded Moses to
rain honey and manna upon thee, as he formerly did upon the descendants of Abraham?

“Born to struggle, thou art now in distress! Remain firm, Habib; heaven is on thy side,
but thou must co-operate with it.

“The applause of Salamis, of Amirala, and of Il’Haboul; the high approbation of heaven
itself; the heart and the hand of Dorathil-Goase, and the throne of seven seas, are the reward
of thy toils; tread on the fire without stumbling, thou art in thy way to glory.”

Habib, having thus recalled his patience and his courage, quietly fell asleep. He
awaked with the morning, and went out from his hut to take up his handkerchief. O
Providence! O invisible support of man! The moisture which he squeezed from the linen into
the hollow of a flint, was to him a cup of blessing, which, as he was assailed by want, was the
most delicious he had ever tasted.

Transported with gratitude, and pursuing his journey with more vigour than ever, he
thus exclaimed:
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“He who hath given me the dew, hath also taught me to gather it! Blessed be the
author of the universe!

“Ye flinty rocks, calcined by the heat of the sun, at the order of your Creator, ye shall
be changed into fountains of waters.

“Hunger and thirst vanish before the ruler of nature; and the stores of plenty are
opened at his will.”

The traveller found, betwixt two rocks, a tiger’s den, where the female had just brought
forth her young. On seeing a stranger, her eyes flashed with new fire, her hair stood up, she
lashed the air with her tail, and the echoes reiterated her roarings: she attacked the hero, who
opposed her with his shield, and seizing his dagger, he thrust it, with an unerring and vigorous
arm, into the heart of the animal. The tigress fell, and Habib, availing himself of the blessing
which was thus sent him, made a cloak of its hide, and cut out such parts of the body, as, in
his needful situation, might serve for food, and then returned thanks to heaven and Mahomet,
for his victory and success.

It was late, and he must now think of a retreat for the night. The cave of the tigers
furnished him with one already prepared. After killing the young ones, and putting the inside
of it in proper order, he shut up its mouth with an enormous stone, spread his handkerchief
to imbibe the dew, and laid himself down in the cave, on the skin of the tigress.

The evening twilight was almost over, and the handkerchief was wet with the dew. He
drew it in, and squeezed it into the scull of the tigress, which, with some pieces of her flesh,
that he had dried in the sun during the day, furnished a most delicious repast. He fully
satisfied his wants; and that he might be completely refreshed from fatigue, he laid himself
down, and fell asleep, after having elevated his soul to the most sublime ideas.

“The blessings of the Almighty,” said he, “are scattered throughout all nature.
Sometimes she seems to withhold them, but the industry of man can force her to give them
up.

“Thanks to thee, O Mahomet! Thou yet hast a regard to Habib, though abandoned by
his friends! And givest him for a companion one of the spirits over whom thou rulest!

“Every thing goes well with me! The enemy came forth to attack me, but she fell by
my first stroke. Her skin serves me for cloathing, her body for food, and from her skull I
quench my thirst.

“Tremble, audacious enemies of Dorathil-Goase! her knight hath conquered without
arras! and, under the protection of the Prophet, he is hastening to subdue those of Solomon!”

Full of vigour and of courage, Habib had arisen before day, and resumed his journey,
with greater spirit than ever. In the mean time, he as yet saw no end to his toils, and
difficulties and dangers seemed to spring up under his feet. He could perceive no outlet from
these steep mountains, and from their dreadful ridges nothing but deserts was discovered, as
far as the eye could reach. In these tracks, where mortal never trod, he beheld nothing but
wild animals, which retired before him, or which were to be opposed with the dagger, and
enormous serpents, which he had to crush with stones; and the uncertainty of success, by
depressing the courage of the young hero, diminished his natural vigour.
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As he descended one of these steep mountains, and having nothing with him but a few roots,
he perceived a sandy plain, which was terminated only by the horizon. In all that immense
space, over which he was obliged to travel, he had no hopes of finding any sort of resource;
and had he been an ordinary man, this circumstance must have sunk him in despair; but
Habib thought of nothing but how to surmount this new difficulty.

He could not travel during the day, without being scorched by the beams of the sun,
and losing the use of his feet, from the burning heat of the sand; besides, he could find no
water to quench his thirst. It would be impossible for him to form a safe retreat for the night
among the sand; and the tigers and panthers, who then roam more eagerly, might attack him
unawares, and tear him in pieces. Habib, therefore, took the resolution of resting during the
day, and of travelling by the light of the star, which, during the night, was to serve him for his
guide.

On viewing the ocean of sand which was before him, and seeing the sun in his meridian,
he stopped, and having, by the assistance of his poniard, fixed his buckler, so as to defend his
head from the sun, he laid himself down on the skin of the tigress, and fell asleep.

No sooner had night extended her sable veil, than he tore himself from the arms of
sleep, and began his journey. The handkerchief which received the dew was fixed to his neck,
and floated on his shoulders. In this manner, he could banish thirst, but how shall he appease
his hunger? He had nothing left but two roots, and knew not when Providence might send him
any supply; yet, as he walked along, he was lost in admiration at the spectacle which the
heavens displayed to his view.

“The magnificent vault of the firmament encloses all nature, and covers the barrenness
of the desert.

“Is there a spot in the universe, where man is not forced to admire the wonders of the
Creator? Were I to search into the bowels of the earth, I should there find gold, and rubies,
and rivers still more precious.

“The moon, preceded by the constellations that dispense the dew, rises above the
horizon to supply the place of the sun.

“Ye would be refreshed, ye burning sands, but the sun, while he darts his rays, cannot
affect you; nothing can ever remove from you your sterility.

“The heart of the ungrateful is like the sand of the desert; the blessings of heaven are
showered down upon it, without leaving any impression of the bounty which bestows them.

“Take courage, Habib! Thou never wast unmindful of the benefits thou didst receive!
Behold the motion of the skies! There, at this very moment, thy destiny is weighed! Banish
every fear! Put a firm and vigorous foot in the balance, and thou shalt call it in thy favour!

“Behold the solemn silence which reigns in that high region! There thy judges dwell!
There Mahomet, and the seven prophets, intercede in thy behalf.

“Great Prophet! Friend of the Most High! One of thy followers cries to thee from the
desert! Hear thou his voice, and answer his request!

“The end he has in view is heroic: You were the model of heroes. His heart burns with
glory and with love! Whatever on earth bore the great characters of virtue, thou didst not
despise.”
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In this manner, did Habib forget, as he travelled along, his fatigues and his wants.
Towards morning, as he looked at the distant horizon, he thought he perceived a small black
point. “At length,” said he, “I see the boundary of this extensive plain; that object which I
behold, is, without doubt, either a mountain, or some collection of vapour, arising from the
habitations of the human race.

“Thou shalt see men, Habib! However much the passions have armed us against one
another, still the countenance of a man kindles at the sight of his fellow.

“These men have perhaps never seen the child of Providence; I will shew him to them,
and constrain them to believe in its gracious superintendence.

“I will not say to them, that I must have gold and silver, flocks and tents, and slaves!
All I will require of them, shall be a cup of water, a handful of rice, and the road to Mount
Caucasus!”

In vain did Habib make the most wonderful efforts to arrive at this black point, for it
seemed to be always at the same distance. Being tormented with hunger and thirst, and
oppressed with a scorching heat, he stopped, and laid himself down; and as his fancy was filled
with imaginary hopes, it soon procured him a most refreshing sleep.

The fresh air of the evening awaked him. He had been tossed with distressing dreams:
a rivulet had rolled back to its source, refusing its waters to his parched lips; and the food
which was set before him in abundance, had been immediately carried off by invisible hands.
He arose, still loaded with fatigue, but in the flattering hope, that, by travelling all night, he
would, in the morning, reach the object on which his eyes were perpetually fixed, and on
which his heart had already placed its hope. He made use of every faculty of his body, and
tried every resource, in enduring so many hardships; and, supported by his courage alone, he
still triumphed, and was raised above himself.

Day at length enlightened this Extraordinary journey. But as he advanced, he still saw
the black point in the same position, in which he had first discovered it. Meanwhile, as Habib
had neither stockings nor shoes, the sand, heated by the fierce rays of the sun, had burnt his
feet; and still finding nothing in this terrible desert, but heaps of dust, his strength was entirely
exhausted, and every thing seemed to fail him, except his hopes. In this situation, he spread
his tyger’s skin upon the sand, and kneeling down, performed his ablution with earth; then,
lifting up his hands, he addressed a most fervent prayer to heaven, and with a mingled tone
of affliction and trust, exclaimed, “I am wandering in an ocean of sand, where my eyes can
discover no bounds. The earth seems to fly before me like a cloud. I have commanded the
burning sand to serve me instead of water in my purification; it obeyed, and I am purified.
The Creator will yet bring the earth near me, and oblige it to supply my wants.”

“See! My feet refuse their office, my limbs totter, my knees bend, and I must crawl on
my belly, to the places whither I am called by the decrees of fate; but what, O Great Prophet!
wilt thou say, when thou shall behold a child of thy tribe creeping like a worm?”

While he spoke thus, and while his eyes were still fixed on the object towards which
he seemed to travel in vain, he perceived like a small point separate from it, and which,
soaring aloft, seemed to advance towards him. For some time it hovered in the air, and then
descended. This was a roc, a bird of a prodigious size, which alighted about fifty paces from
him, and remained there without making the smallest motion.
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Habib arose and approached the bird; and when he was so near as to be heard, “Bird,”
said he to it, “thou art a creature of the Almighty, and I respect thee as one of the works of
his Providence; if thou art sent to the relief of an unfortunate, but faithful Mussulman, whom
his brethren have basely abandoned, in the name of God, and of his Prophet, I command thee
to make a signal, by which I may know the purpose of thy mission.”

The roc immediately stretched its wings, clapped them three times, and bowed its head
before Habib. The young Sultan drew near it, and observing that it carried a damask cushion,
tied to its talons, by threads of silk, he sat down upon it, keeping himself firm by the threads;
and no sooner was he properly seated, than the bird flew aloft into the air.

“The earth, which retired before me, now flies under my feet,” said Habib, as he was
raised above the clouds.

“Ye dreadful heaps of sand, ye are no more in my view than a particle of dust! Present
famine and death to monsters, and venemous reptiles, ye have no more power over the slave
of God, and the servant of the great Prophet; a passage is opened to him through the air.

“Bird, messenger of the Most High, obey the orders of a faithful Mussulman! carry him
to mount Caucasus, and the repository of the arms of the wise and powerful Solomon.”

The obedient roc transported the young Habib to the mountain which was the object
of his journey. All his senses were stunned by the rapidity of the flight, and greatly increased
his weakness. He was received by Il’Haboul, and carried into a place where he was soon
revived by a gentle and penetrating heat.

In proportion as he was sensible of recovering his strength, expressions of gratitude
flowed from his lips. “What! is it you, my dear Il’Haboul! You have not then abandoned me!”

“Orders, far superior to mine, O brave Sultan!” replied the genie, “have conducted you
to this place. It was the office of the bird of the illustrious Solomon to carry, and it is my duty
to receive you here; judge, my dear Habib, with what pleasure I perform it. I was not ignorant
of the treachery you have met with, nor the difficulties you have surmounted in the deserts,
nor of the dreadful despair of your father Salamis: but, guardian of the treasures of Solomon,
which are shut up in the bowels of the earth, I could not, without his orders, leave this place,
to bring you any relief. It is the will of heaven that virtue be tried with adversity, and you have
indeed felt it in its most afflicting forms; yet the sufferings of the Emir Salamis and Amirala,
are equal to yours. Crowns of glory await you, but you must lay hold of them by force. It is the
lot of those who are highly favoured among the children of men.”

While Il’Haboul spoke thus, a collation, composed of dishes which could not hurt a
stomach weakened by the most rigorous abstinence, was placed upon a table. Habib partook
of it, and at the same time was surprised to find plenty of such delicacies, in the middle of the
most frightful deserts.

“You are here in an enchanted habitation,” said Il’Haboul. “The great Solomon, who,
by means of his profound wisdom, employed all nature in his service, can never want supplies.
Before he took his seat near the Prophet, on account of his excellence, he buried his treasures
here, to withdraw them from the rapacity of man, who has no enjoyment but in the abuse of
them; and here also are laid up the arms with which he combated men, and rebel spirits.
Illabousatrou, the father of Dorathil-Goase, I myself, and the genies of the race of Eblis, soon
felt our inferiority, and submitted without resistance; others were less wise, and are
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accordingly confined, in prisons, at no great distance from this place. The formidable Abarikaf,
whom you must attack, and a number of other rebels, saved themselves from slavery by flight,
by cunning, and even, by force.

“Hitherto, my dear Habib, you have discovered a steady firmness, and have bravely
displayed your strength against the savage inhabitants of the deserts; nor have difficulties and
want shaken your valour. The eye which watched over you, hath brought you relief, when,
of yourself, you could do no more. When, you were met by the roc, you had still five
mountains of ice to cross, before you could arrive at the summit of mount Caucasus, which you
had seen at the distance of two hundred leagues. But the dangers which now await you are
of a  different nature. It is not by strength you must oppose them; it is by the calm possession
of yourself, and by a courage which no terror can shake, that you must draw up from the
treasures of Solomon, the formidable arms which no power can relist. As soon as you shall be
completely recovered by rest, I will converse with you concerning the duties you have to fulfill,
and the means you must employ.”

After this, Il’Haboul led his pupil into his cave, where he found every thing that was
necessary for recovering him from his fatigues. In the faint state to which Habib was reduced,
one day was by no means sufficient to re-establish him so far as to be able to undertake his
laborious enterprise. Unless the genie had obtained the ascendant over him from his early
infancy, it would have been difficult to have restrained so impassioned a lover; but the wise
Il’Haboul exerted an authority, which long habit had confirmed, and persuaded his pupil, not
to expose himself to any new trial, till he should have recovered all his vigour. This interval
he employed in instructing him in what he had to do, to accomplish the object for which he
had undertaken the journey to mount Caucasus.

“My dear Habib,” said he, “you are called by the fates to avenge Dorathil-Goase on
the barbarous rebel Abarikaf. This Queen’s dominions lie at a prodigious distance from this;
and deserts, as extensive as those you have already passed, lie between you and the seas
which surround them; and long and difficult will you find the road, if you are inclined to go
from hence to embark, on the sea: for it is inaccessible, except by a passage through the centre
of the earth. But what prudence and care! what vigour of soul, my dear Sultan, is necessary
for the successful accomplishment of this perilous journey! If forty gates of brass, guarded by
malevolent genies, of uncommon vigour and strength, can stop you; if one moment’s
forgetfulness or inattention should steal upon you, you will infallibly be exposed to the greatest
of all evils!

“You will cross all the halls, in which are shut up the treasures of Solomon. The first
contains the precious and venerable deposit of that very armour by which he reached that
height of power that astonished the world. This is the least guarded part, and that which is
most accessible to the research of mortals; and happy would they be, if, when they have
reached it, they were contented with the acquisition, without wishing to proceed farther.

Solomon was the most learned man that ever lived. He fixed the principles and
demonstrations of science, by three hundred and sixty-six hieroglyphics, each of which, even
to the most cultivated genius, would require a day’s application, in order to discover its
mysterious meaning; will you take time to examine them?”— “I love Dorathil-Goase,” replied
Habib: “She is in danger, and I want arms to engage Abarikaf! When I have conquered, I will
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seek instruction.”—“ Many are less excusable than you,” replied the genie; “but, since
Solomon left the earth, five hundred knights have penetrated into these deserts; all of them
neglected the studies I have proposed to you, in pursuit of the treasures shut up in the hollow
places of this immense subterraneous abode. Their great object was to gratify their passion,
and they have all fallen through ignorance, for not one of them ever returned; you also are
yielding to yours; but let us endeavour to guard you from a similar disgrace.

“I will conduct you to the first gate, where you will see a golden key at your feet, with
which you must open it. The spring of the lock will yield to the smallest effort. Draw back the
door with the utmost caution, that it may shut behind you, without the smallest noise.”

In this first hall you will find a black slave, of a gigantic stature. The forty keys of the
other apartments, through which you must pass, are suspended by a chain of diamonds, which
hangs from his left hand. On seeing you, he will set up such a terrible cry as will shake all the
vaults of the cavern, and lift up against you the blade of an enormous scymetar. Guard your
soul from fear, and cast your eyes upon his sabre; and as I have instructed you sufficiently in
the knowledge of talismanical characters, pronounce aloud the words which you will read upon
his blade of steel; engrave them upon your memory, so that no calamity you may ever
experience, shall be able to efface them: on this depends your safety.

“The slave will then submit to you, and after having disarmed him, you must, together
with the keys, take along with you the sabre of the illustrious Solomon; but you would search
for the talisman on it to no purpose, because it will disappear, the moment you pronounce the
words of which it is composed. You will then open the first of the forty doors, and shut it with
the same care. There, you will see the arms of Solomon; but touch neither his helmet, his
cuirass, nor his shield; you have his scymetar, and you must not be armed with iron. It was
by courage, vigour, patience, and prudence, that Solomon overcame. Four statues, covered
with hieroglyphics, will represent to you these four virtues. Reflect maturely on these
emblems of wisdom, and learn to appropriate their meaning; this will be an armour of which
you shall never be deprived. Carefully examine the arms of the prophet, as you did the
scymetar of the slave; and the knowledge you will derive from them will enable you to conquer
every foe; but without this, and should you forget the characters engraved on the sabre, know
that you carry in your hands only a blade of steel, which rust and time will consume.

“When you shall have remained in this first apartment as long as you think necessary,
you must leap at once over the space which leads to the second, the door of which you must
open and shut always with the same caution. The weapon, which will hang from your belt, and
the words which you shall pronounce, will render you master of whatever slaves may be there
on guard. I will not at present enter into the detail of the immense riches you will find in it:
in the eyes of Solomon, gold and silver were of no estimation; and although he made use of
them in the accomplishment of those works which shall be held in everlasting remembrance,
yet he cheerfully returned them to the bowels of the earth, whence he had drawn them by his
knowledge; he was not of opinion, that the happiness of mankind depended upon them.

“If, as you pass through these forty halls, you should meet with any thing you do not
comprehend, rub the blade of your scymetar, as you repeat the words, which you must take
care to remember, and you will then discover the meaning of any difficulty you may have met
with.
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“I need not, O virtuous Sultan! caution you against. avarice, and indiscretion, which
were the chief causes of the death of the. knights, who have already attempted this perilous
adventure. Under the tents of the Emir Salamis, you have already learned in what true riches
and power consist. No gold shines in his habitation; he gives himself no trouble either in
collecting or distributing it: a formidable army is in motion on his first signal; and his
abundance consists in the wise choice of things that are useful, and in the contempt of such
as are superfluous.

“Curiosity also is a fault against which you must guard. Remember, that, in the road
you are about to take, every thing that may excite it, is absolutely dangerous to the man, who
is not perfectly acquainted with the three hundred and sixty-six truths, the sole foundation of
Solomon’s wisdom.

“Above all, when you shall have opened the fortieth door, at which your subterraneous
journey terminates, take care not to let your eyes dwell on the objects which will strike them.
You will find there a veil of silk, and will be particularly struck with some characters, written
in gold and relievo; from these you must instantly turn away your eyes; for, should you read
them, they would prove your sentence of death, and its execution would instantly follow, But
draw up the curtain, and if you have hitherto wisely observed the rules of prudence I have
pointed out, you will then be astonished with a most beautiful spectacle; you will perceive the
first of the seven seas, which you have to cross before you can reach Dorathil-Goase, and you
will find at your hand every thing necessary to facilitate your passage: But, if you have
neglected in one point the instructions I have given, you will be exposed to the most dreadful
dangers.”— “It is perhaps unfortunate for me,” replied Habib, “that I am unacquainted with
the sentiment of fear, and for this I am indebted to you, to Salamis, and to Amirala; you
endeavoured to arm me against terror of every sort, and perhaps to make me depend too
much on myself; yet I will endeavour to practise your wise lessons.”

“Go on then under the shield of the illustrious Solomon, valiant hero! May his spirit
accompany you! I pray most earnestly, that you may succeed, and should you be so fortunate,
I will find in your success an abundant recompence for all my labours.”

Il’Haboul laid the tyger’s skin, and the buckler and poniard of the Sultan, in his cave;
and dressed him in a style extremely simple, and convenient for the enterprise in which he
was about to engage. The genie then took him by the hand, and led him along a winding path
of this cavern, to the first brazen door, the key of which they soon perceived.

“Take this key,” said Il’Haboul; “and forget not, as soon as the first slave shall threaten
you with his sabre, to pronounce aloud the magical characters you will read upon its blade.
Bestow such attention upon them, as that they may be engraved for ever on your memory;
and pronounce them on every appearance of danger, whether within or without the vast
cavern through which you are to pass. Open and shut the doors with the greatest care, and
remember, that every thing in this habitation is symbolical, and that your conduct must
correspond to this. You must not forget my other directions, but at present I insist only on
such as are most important. Embrace me, my dear Habib! I must return, whither duty calls
me.”

Il’Haboul withdrew, and Habib softly opened and shut the first door. He perceived a
black giant, of a most formidable appearance, who, on seeing him, set up such a cry, as shook
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the vaults of this first grotto. The monster drew the terrible scymetar; but the attentive Habib
cast his eyes upon the blade, and with a loud voice pronounced the word Power, which was
engraved in letters of gold; and thus disarmed the slave. The scymetar and keys at once
dropped from his hands, and he bowed down before his conqueror.

The young Sultan laid hold of the formidable weapon, and advanced towards the
second door, which he opened. He saw seven different roads, but all of them were dark.
Uncertain which to take, he pronounced, with a loud voice, the enchanted word, upon which,
a pale and trembling light appeared at the entrance of the fourth road. He followed it down
fourteen hundred and ninety steps of a staircase, which was but half lighted.

He arrived at length at the third door, still conducting himself with the same prudence.
Here he was met by two monsters, who in part resembled women, and who, with a view to
catch him, threw at him two enormous grappling irons; but Habib having pronounced the
word Power, the iron immediately softened, and the monsters fled.

Habib was astonished at the magnificence which he beheld. The hall was completely
illuminated, by a lustre of carbuncles, which was supported on pillars of jasper. The armour
of the great Solomon was triumphantly displayed in the centre. The full spread phoenix
ornamented the top of the helmet. It was impossible to look upon the splendour of the cuirass
and buckler; and the spear of steel sparkled with fire. The scymetar was not there; but Habib
was transported to find, that the one he possessed, corresponded entirely with the other parts
of the trophy. All these weapons were covered with mysterious characters, whose meaning he
endeavoured to discover. Upon the cuirass he read these words:

Firmness of soul is the true cuirass of man. He went on, and found on other parts of
the armour: Patience is his buckler. His tongue is his strongest spear. Wisdom ought to be
his helmet. Prudence his vizor. Without valour, naked are his arms. Without constancy, his
legs are useless.

“O illustrious Solomon!” exclaimed the hero; “on the front of his helmet, the phoenix
still proudly displays his plumes.

“Arm yourselves with blades of steel, ye feeble warriors of earth! By the aid of virtue,
the Prophet of the Almighty marched on. to glory.”

Habib then contemplated the three hundred and sixty-six hieroglyphics which adorned
the walls of the room. Among these, there was one remarkable for its simplicity, but which he
was yet unable to comprehend; another, more complicated, unravelled its mystery; the three
hundred and sixty-six hieroglyphics were explained, and yet they could only be explained by
one.

“Science! I feel thou art formed to charm my heart, but thou art beyond the reach of
my understanding. Who will give me the eyes of the lynx, that I may penetrate thy mysteries?
At present I am unable even to behold thy dazzling splendour! March on, Habib, to thy
destinies! They have promised thee glory! It is from the height of the heavens that wisdom
is derived. Enlarge thy desires, and, under the favour of thy star, continue thy course!”

As he spoke thus, he advanced towards the door, which was to open into the place where the
riches of Solomon were shut up. Obliged still to descend by new steps, and winding paths, he
arrived at the different doors, which he opened and shut without the smallest noise; and every
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where met with monsters, who endeavoured to terrify him by their deformity, their cries, and
their threats. The head of one, formed of a human scull, and armed with horns, terminated
in an eagle’s bill: that of another united three different species of animals, and was something
betwixt a lion, a tiger, and an elephant; this last had the mouth of a crocodile, and the
shoulders of a man; and its terrible hair appeared to the hero like a hydra, with three heads
resembling those of women, twisted with serpents.

But Habib, full of undaunted courage, and faithful to the instructions of the genie,
overawed these threatening phantoms by one word, and, without emotion, cast his eyes on
heaps of gold and diamonds, and broken statues. He quickly passed from one door to another,
whenever the objects which he met contained no symbolical representation of the victories of
the prophet. He stopped however in one place.

This was a spacious hall, around which were seated an infinite number of beings in
human shape; the most venerable among them, placed on an elevated seat, and with a desk
before him, was reading, while all the rest appeared to be listening to him. When Habib
entered, the whole assembly arose and bowed to the hero. Respect interrupted the rending,
and the Sultan addressing himself to the reader, thus said to him:

“If you are permitted, tell me who you are, and what it is you are reading?”—“I am
a genie, and a slave of Solomon,” replied the reader, “entrusted by him with the instruction
of my brethren, whom you see here. They will obtain their liberty, whenever they have
acquired such knowledge as is necessary for the direction of their conduct. The book which
I read is the Alcoran; but, alas! although I have been explaining it for several ages, yet the
eighth part of those who hear me do not comprehend so much as the first line! Pass on, young
Mussulman; you have nothing to learn either from them or me. Advance to your destinies,
and be always as prudent and circumspect as you have hitherto been.”

Habib left this school, reflecting how difficult it is to comprehend the truth, when one
is not disposed to hear it; and blessing God and his Prophet, that he was early instructed in
the knowledge of the Alcoran.

The young Sultan had now opened and shut thirty-nine doors; and had been five days
in passing through these subterraneous abodes; places where no ray of the sun ever marks the
fleeting hours; where time, undivided by days, and months, and years, rolls on subjected to
no calculation; and where the silent revolution of ages is not perceived; places where those
blessed spirits dwell, whose active souls, are engaged in nothing, but in promoting the
happiness of the faithful, and who are not subjected to the dominion of their neighbours.

Habib had not as yet passed into the other prisons in their gloomy caves, where
malevolent spirits live in a very different condition. The scythe of time oppresses them in a
manner beyond our conception. The vices of the world spring up and ferment in their
corrupted hearts, and they are the wretched victims of every want.

Our hero had kept no account of the number of doors through which he had already
passed. Whenever he appeared before a new one, the key which was to open it, disengaging
itself from the bunch which he held in his hand, applied itself to the lock. He was at length
opposite to the fortieth door. It opened of itself, and he perceived the fatal curtain of silk, of
which the genie had spoken. He was struck with the splendid characters, which he was
prohibited from reading. He hastily drew aside the curtain, and beholding the sea on which
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he was to embark, in order at length to gain the end of his toilsome labours, he sprang forward
with great vigour to reach its shores. But, at that very moment, the fortieth door, which he
had neglected to shut, rolled upon its hinges with so terrible a noise, that the very foundations
of Mount Caucasus trembled.

All the doors which he had already passed, and all those of the prisons, were thrown
open and dashed to pieces, with a crash that seemed to shake the vaults of the sky. Legions
of spirits, in the most hideous shapes, issued forth; and rushed towards Habib; and the most
terrible signs and threats accompanied their steps and gestures.

Habib turned round to face them; and had he been as susceptible of fear as he had
been inattentive, he must have been undone. But he was become cool from the excess of
danger he had so often experienced: he recalled the formidable word, and brandishing, at the
same time, the steel of Solomon, pronounced the magical word with a steady voice. The
affrighted crowd immediately returned with precipitation, and the door which opened upon
the sea, shut with great violence. But all the malevolent spirits did not return to their prisons.

A party of them rushed into the sea; it stirred up its deeps; the billows raised
themselves on high, and driving the vapours from afar, formed dreadful collections of them.
Day disappeared, the sun was darkened, the thunders began to roar, the winds were let loose
and struggled with the thronged clouds, and the billows of the ocean, darning against one
another, sent forth a hollow noise, and presented a black and watery surface, which the flashes
of lightening appeared to taint with blood.

The tempest raged on every side; the winds, imprisoned with the furious thunderbolt,
avail themselves of the passage which it opened to them, and chase the waters of the sea into
their deepest recesses. The tremendous sound of the billows, and the fearful whittling of the
winds, shook the foundations of the solid rocks; and the loud and repeated peals of thunder,
seemed to threaten this part of the globe with its original chaos.

The tumult which mingled the elements in such horrid confusion, was not wholly owing
to natural causes. Il’Haboul, who was appointed over the guard of the arms and treasures of
the Prophet, at the moment when the rebel genies made their escape had left his ordinary
post, at the head of spirits subject to his command; and the earth, the ocean, and the air, had
become the theatres of three most obstinate and furious battles.

Habib, struck with the disorder around him, could ascribe it to no cause but his own
imprudence: for when he had opened the fatal curtain, the heaven and the earth had a smiling
aspect, and the sea which he beheld was serene. He prostrated himself with his face towards
the ground, and thus exclaimed:

“Where is the man who thinks himself wise? Let him look upon me, and tremble at his
presumption.”

“Where is the man whose prudence never forsakes him? Let him approach and put me
to shame.

“I have had a glimpse of happiness, but it vanished. I held the key of my destiny, but
it has dropped from my hands.

“Dorathil-Goase! your lover is unwise; he is unworthy of your affection.
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“In this situation, what cry could I utter, that would bring to my relief the powers of
the earth? And if I attempt to move the compassion of heaven, I hear a voice from the bottom
of my heart, saying, Account to it, for its blessings.

“The Arabians of our tribe have betrayed me; but how shall I reproach them, since I
have betrayed myself.

“Salamis, Amirala, Il’Haboul! Ye have sown upon a barren soil: and how should you
reap the harvest?

“I will shed tears, like the timid in soul! Confusion will cover my eyes, as soon as the
veil of presumption shall be removed.

“O Great Prophet, I feel that I am guilty, and dare not lift my voice to heaven. But thy
goodness towards Habib was conspicuous when he merited nothing; now when he
acknowledges his errors, pardon and regard him!”

After he had offered up this prayer, Habib arose to look around in what place he was.
He found himself on the ridge of some rocks, at the foot of which, the sea dashed its waves
with great fury. He was enclosed by a mountain, which was cut with a pick-axe and appeared
au unsurmountable barrier betwixt him and the rest of the universe. He had to pass along the
space of a thousand paces, by leaping from one rock to another. The light of the sun was
intercepted by dark clouds, the lightening, which burst from them, tinged every object on
which they gleamed, with a red and yellow colour, and a tainted and salt vapour formed the
dangerous atmosphere, in which he had to breathe. Day, which threw light on this frightful
scene, served only to increase its horror. Habib, for some time, contemplated the disorder
which reigned before him; then, casting his eyes upon his scimitar, he observed that the
magical characters which were engraved upon it shone with an increased splendour. He had
formerly learned from Il’Haboul, that providence never performs a miracle without some
cause; and the new brilliancy of the talisman, must decide him to employ its virtues, in
quelling this elemental war: he speedily drew the mysterious blade, and brandishing it thrice
in the air, he thus exclaimed, “Power of fire, of earth, of air,  and of water! I command you to
return to your wonted courses, otherwise I will deprive you of all your energy.”

At that instant a brightness was seen to flash from the scimitar, which eclipsed that of
the lightening; a confused noise was heard, as if mountains of sand were pressing on one
another; the sea became calm and tranquil; the storm was dispersed; the gentle whispers of
the zephyr’s breeze succeeded the boisterous winds of the dark North; and the bright luminary
of day gilded with his rays the frightful rocks, on whose summit the hero had found an asylum.

At this astonishing prodigy, the mind of Habib was irresistibly impressed with a sort
of dread, mingled with joy. “What power,” exclaimed he, “has employed my feeble and guilty
hands, as instruments to display its energy! How have the elements been obedient to my
voice!

“Creator of the world, thou haft not turned away thy face from the guilty Habib!
“Great Prophet! Thou still regardest me as a descendant of the tribe of Ben-Hilac.”
When he had done speaking, his face still prostrate on the ground, a motion, which he

perceived at his side, made him raise his head, and he beheld the virtuous Il’Haboul. “O my
protector! O my master!” said he, “it was certainly you who performed the miracles I have
now beheld?”—“No, my dear Habib,” replied the genie, “they were effected by the  virtues
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of the illustrious Solomon, and you have been his chosen instrument. You know not what
disorders the forgetting my counsels and your negligence have occasioned; but without you,
the evil you gave rise to could scarcely have been repaired.

“When, instead of shutting the fortieth door, you rushed to the shore of the sea, the
gates of the prisons, in which the rebel slaves were confined, instantly opened, and they
thronged from their cells. You would have become the first victim of their fury, had you not
made use of the talisman, to the name of which they had been formerly subjected. But
terrified at the light of this, they rose into the air, or rushed into the waters, and produced the
tempest which you have just beheld.

“I followed them at the head of my genies; and we began the furious combat of which
you have seen the effects, without comprehending them. You then employed the only means
which were in your power; the success of which, in the hands of a faithful Mussulman, was
infallible. That instant their weapons dropped from their hands, and, affected with a sudden
numbness, they fell back, like lumps of earth. Our warriors have put them in chains, and shut
them up in the prisons which cast them forth. But without your assistance, the combat would
have been still going on. I will not reproach you for the inattention which delays your success,
and exposes you to unheard of labours, before you can reach it: it is more the fault of love than
of yourself, and your passion is the effect of your star.

“Recollect the knowledge which you must have acquired from visiting the treasures of
the great Solomon. Every where, and even in yourself, you will find the armour which secures
the success of the true Knight: he knows that they present themselves in adversity, more
readily than in the fortunate situations of life.

“This advice is the last you will ever receive from me.—You are in a career, in which
it would be shameful to employ trifling means, in order to obtain success. When our views are
directed by wisdom, and we want not to boast of our success, the assistance of heaven alone
can be received without shame, and solicited without measure. Farewell, my dear Habib, I
leave you in the middle of every want, a prey to new adventures; but I believe your courage
is sufficient for every thing.”

Il’Haboul left Habib on a rock. The sea had retired, and no longer dashed its waves
against the  foot of his asylum. He was now able to descend, and walk along a pretty short
space that lay betwixt one rock and another; but he had no shelter for the night, and saw no
resource against hunger and thirst. Such was the situation of our hero, when his guardian
genie disappeared.

A soul, less noble than his, would have abandoned itself to inquietude; but the scimitar
of the illustrious Solomon still hung at his side, and threatened the enemies of the Almighty;
and he had not so much to fear from others as from himself.

“My fault had humbled me!” he exclaimed, “but God raised me up.
“Caucasus, boast not thyself of thy enormous size, and of the hardness of thy

substance; at the will of God I penetrated into thy bowels!
“Earth! thou art behind me like a frightful wall! Sea! thy boundless plains seem to offer

nothing to my sight, but fathomless deeps; but hope overleaps thy waters, and opens a
prospect to me, across the vapours which brood upon thy surface!”
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And in reality, Habib discovered land without expecting it. It was the most advanced point
of the White Island, which formed a part of the dominions of Dorathil-Goase. In the mean
time, night came on; and that he might not be exposed to its troublesome damps, he placed
himself betwixt three rocks, in order to shelter himself from a cold wind, whose perpetual
action had benumbed his body.

At day break, the young Mussulman performed his ablution, and offered up his
prayers. He then rapidly surveyed the land which surrounded him, in search of provisions to
keep himself alive. The caves which met his eye were filled with shell-fish; the billows had
brought along with them some fragments of herbs, which he dried: and thus he provided for
his wants, till his destiny should call him to more interesting events.

One morning, as Habib had placed himself upon the rock which jutted farthest into the
sea, in order, if possible, to descry some vessel, he allowed himself to be overcome by a gentle
sleep. Three daughters of the sea suddenly raised their heads above the water. “He is asleep,
sisters,” said one of the Naiads to the other two. “Let us approach him, and endeavour to
discover who he is. You will be delighted to see him; he is beautiful as the first ray of the sun.
Yesterday I saw him bending over the water to perform his ablution, and he seemed to give
a liveliness to its colour; you would have affirmed, that the bottom of the sea was strewed with
roses. But that we may view him more at our ease, we must lull him so fast asleep, that he
shall not be awakened by the noise we are going to make around him. Give me jour hand, and
let us go round in a circle, till he be in a profound sleep.”

As soon as the daughters of the sea were certain of the effect of their enchantment,
they came out of the water. They spread their golden tresses, which had been bound in a
single lock, upon their shoulders; the gentle zephyrs soon restored its grace and lightness to
this hair; a stuff, woven with sea weeds, as fine as gauze, hung from their shoulders, and
encompassed their loins; their limbs, adorned with bracelets of pearl, and their arms decked
with bracelets of coral, rendered them as completely beautiful, as they were captivating. All
three stole a look into the water, and, pleased with themselves and their dress, they
surrounded the Knight.

“What a beautiful young man!” said the eldest of the three; “Were this a Knight!”
“He is one assuredly,” said the youngest; look at his sabre, but touch it not; for I

touched its handle, and it has burnt me.”
“Ilzaide!” said the eldest to the youngest, “we must learn who he is, and whence he

came.  He may have been driven hither by the tempest; yet no part of his dress indicates his
being Shipwrecked. Bring me one of the largest shells you can find upon the sand, and fill it
with water.”

Ilzaide obeyed: the shell was brought; and the eldest of the daughters of the sea then
gently took a lock of Habib’s hair. “We are going,” said she, “to make what I hold in my hand
blab out all the secrets of the head in which it grows.” She immediately plunged it into the
water, and drew it around the shell in a circular motion. “Stir the water well,” said she to her
sisters; “the more it is troubled, the more distinctly I shall see.”— “Look sister,” said Ilzaide,
“I believe the hair is melted; the water is turned into the colour of the firmament, where stars
appear, but the bottom of the shell cannot now be seen.”—“So much the better,” replied the
eldest; “after night comes the day. Stoop down, and observe the picture which is formed.”—
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“There is a country filled with trees, under whose shade flocks are feeding! And there are
tents!”—“He is a native of Arabia.”

“Of Arabia! sisters,” said the one of the three who had not yet spoken; “it is from
Arabia, that Dorathil-Goase, our Queen, expects her deliverer! How happy should we be were
this her brave Knight! He would assuredly deliver us from Racachik, and all his race.”—“But
the water says nothing of this. Trouble it again, that we may know through what places he has
passed.”

“Ah! sister,” said Ilzaide; “the water becomes black, black!”--“It is all well!” replied
the eldest; “the truth will come forth more bright. Repeat the motion!”—“ Sister!” said the
second; “see the water is turning white.”—“Oh! what a dismal sight is there! It is composed
of mountains, sands, and deserts,” added the eldest; “all these he hath trodden alone, for I see
none but him in the water. He must possess great vigour and courage.—Trouble, trouble the
water again! for the road which I see him take could not have conducted him to this
place.—Heavens!” exclaimed she, “I see the bowels of the earth. That is enough, sisters; for
so far as I can perceive, the water will not reveal to us any of the secrets of his heart; but I
know a way in which we are more likely to learn them; and you know it is of the utmost
consequence for us to discover them; for we have been informed, that we can be delivered
from our distresses, and the tyranny under which we groan, by a complete lover, who is not
in love with ourselves.”—“Certainly,” replied Ilzaide, with great liveliness, “a Knight,
whoever he is, cannot be our lover, since we have never seen him.”—“But when he shall open
his eyes,” replied the eldest, “he must necessarily see us. Be careful then to cast down yours,
sister; for they have a more captivating look than ours; and should he become enamoured of
you, all our hopes would be lost.”—“Sister, he will love you rather than me,” replied
Ilzaide.—“The great Solomon preserve both of us from this!” added the eldest; “but, in my
apprehension, we are very much exposed. However, since we must gain his good graces, in
order to have a claim upon his services, let us diligently engage in what we can do for that
purpose.

“First, I see he is in want of every thing, These regions have furnished him with
nothing except some marine plants, and shell-fish, which he hath eaten raw. Let us prepare
for him, when he shall awake, such a repast as we can procure from our neighbourhood. Go
Ilzaide, you are more nimble than the goat, which bounds from rock to rock, oblige it to give
you of its milk! Fill a shell with it, whose top and bottom you must shut with aromatic herbs.
Penetrate into the caverns of the mountains; you will find, in secret places, fruits and flowers;
make choice of whatever you think will be most agreeable to the sight, the taste, and the
smell. My sister and I will think of the rest, and will do our utmost to present him with a
collation, as complete as these dreary deserts can furnish.”

Scarcely was Ilzaide gone, when the eldest laid open her project to the sister she had
kept with her. “I know,” said she, “branches of coral at the bottom of the sea, two of which
would load a camel. We will place four of these here in a square, which we will cover with a
stuff like that with which we are dressed; and thus we will form a pavilion. We will next gather
sea wreck, which we will perfume after it is dried, and this will serve for a sopha. We will
make a table of stones, and cover it with a lace that has never been dyed. The best fish of the
sea, boiled and dried in the sun, shall be served up, with the eggs of birds, which I will drive
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from their nests, and the fruits and milk, which our sister must bring, will complete the
entertainment.—As soon as a genie leaves his element, his power is limited. Here industry
must supply the place of power, and order and taste that of abundance. Want will make every
thing valuable, and gratitude will acknowledge the smallest favour.”

Ilzaide had returned, the pavilion was prepared, and adorned, the table was covered,
and nothing now remained, but to suspend the effect of the magical charm, which prolonged
the sleep of Habib. But it was necessary, that he should awake on the sopha, near which the
table was placed, and having the three sisters opposite to him.

“Let us see now, sisters,” said the eldest, “if this is the Arabian Knight, the lover of
Dorathil- Goase. I am about to employ a mean which will infallibly be successful. Raise your
hands, and keep them in a gentle motion while I am going to speak: “By the great Prophet
Solomon, Knight, in the name of Dorathil- Goase, I awaken thee!”

“Dorathil-Goase!” exclaimed Habib, “starting from his sleep, and sitting up on the
sopha. He looked around him, and was at once dazzled and confounded. Three beautiful
young women, almost naked, a table loaded with the most savory dishes, fruits, flowers, a
pavilion all of purple and coral, and the endearing name of Dorathil-Goase, all contributed to
produce this effect.

“Dorathil-Goase!” exclaimed he, resuming his courage, and looking around him,
“where is my beloved Dorathil-Goase?”—“She is not here, Knight,” replied the eldest of the
sisters, but you are in view of one of the islands, which have been taken from her, by the rebel
genies. You can discern the land across that arm of the sea. It appears from this like a thick
vapour bounding the horizon.

“Are you of her train? Whither am I transported?” said the young Sultan, full of
emotion.—“We are,” replied the eldest sister, “daughters of the sea, and though at present
subjected, much against our inclination, to the laws of the rebel Abarikaf, and under the
immediate rule of the monster Racachik, yet our faithful hearts own submission to no
sovereign but Dorathil-Goase.”

“Where are these usurpers?” replied Habib, enflamed with anger: “I will free the world
from them.”—“Sir,” replied the eldest of the three Naiads, “they are both beyond the reach
of your strokes. Abadkaf is on the Black Island, and before you arrive there you. have six to
cross. Racachik is on the White Island, which is seen from this.”—“I will attack him
instantly,” said Habib.—“The attempt is practicable, but new means must be
employed.”—“They will easily be found,” added the hero. “I am here in the middle of an
enchantment, for which I am, without doubt, indebted to the kindness of Il’Haboul, or the
favour of Dorathil-Goase: but where am I?”—“Oh the same rock on which you were asleep
yesterday, and we have endeavoured to render every thing more commodious for you.”—“I
thank you,” said Habib: your power appears to me to depend on more charms than one; but
if you are disposed to continue your goodness to me, might not the least powerful of them all
be employed to change this pavilion into a boat, which might at once transport me to the
island where the enemy of Dorathil-Goase commands?”

“Knight!” replied the eldest of the sisters of the sea, “although we are three sisters,
daughters of genies, and genies ourselves, yet there is neither charm nor enchantment here.
This pavilion, and this frugal repast, are the effect of means altogether natural; the fatigues
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you have experienced since your departure from Arabia, must necessarily have exhausted
your vigour; partake with confidence of these dishes, which friendly hands have prepared. You
will not suspect our zeal, when we assure you, that in avenging our Queen on the tyrant
Racachik, you will do us a greater service than if you had restored us to freedom and
repose.—But I will say no more, if you refuse to taste of the dishes we have set before you.”

Habib yielded to her importunities, and the daughter of the waters thus went on: “Ever
since Abarikaf completed his attempt in stirring up a spirit of disaffection through all the
dependant provinces of Dorathil-Goase, he has given the command of the White Island, the 
frontier of his dominions, to the genie Racachik, the most cruel and infamous of all the
wretches under his government.

“This monster, before he repaired to the standards of Abarikaf, infested the seas in the
shape an enormous shark; he pursued vessels, and by the poison of his looks, charmed all the
sailors and passengers by whom he was perceived. Unhappy they whose attention he was able
to attract! Their heads turned round, they dropped into the sea, and the monster dragged
them under the waves, to devour them. He is still perpetually tormented with this rage; and
when he does not meet with strangers to satisfy his voracity, he gluts himself with the subjects
of the Queen. The tyrant Abarikaf authorises him in this; and both of them have sworn to
extirpate the posterity of Adam.

“He cannot indeed kill us, but we are reserved for torments more cruel than death.
From among us he chooses his wives and his slaves. These he changes with every moon, and
at her next increase, my sisters and I must enter a pond of salt water, which serves him as a
harem; the fatal term is determined in three days! Should you attack the monster, what
earnest prayers for your success will we offer up! Yet we must not conceal the dangers you
must run.

“That he might be able to live upon the land, the monster has assumed a human body,
retaining, however, the head of the shark, on account of the triple row of teeth with which it
is armed; he would quit it, if he could conceive one more voracious. His gigantic body is
covered with enchanted shells, which serve him for armour; that of a large tortoise forms his
buckler, and an enormous shell is placed upon his head, in the shape of an helmet; and the
snout of a sword fish, six cubits long, serves him for a spear. He mounts a sea horse, as
frightful as himself; and when they both kindle for battle, the yells of the Knight are still more
dreadful than those of his steed.

“For a sabre, he carries the rib of a whale, which he has rendered sharper than steel;
and so heavy are his arms and his armour, that all his strokes are mortal. Human strength is
of no avail against him, for every thing which he wears, and every weapon he employs, is
enchanted.”

“Madam!” interrupted Habib with liveliness, “could I not, in three days, be carried to
the island which Racachik is desolating? Hasten as much as possible the means of transporting
me. I now arise, and hear I swear, not to sit down till I have accomplished the vengeance of
heaven on this barbarous foe of humanity.”

As he pronounced this oath, the countenance of Habib brightened, and assumed so
sublime a character, that it would have inspired a whole army with courage. He took some
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steps in the pavilion, and the dignity of his gait, and the noble and lofty graces of his motions,
heightened the expression of his features.

Ilzaide, concealing her head behind that of her eldest sister, “A hero! sister,” said she,
“never did I see one.—What is so beautiful as a hero!—-I tremble—to love him.”—“I fear it
is no longer time for you to tremble,” replied the eldest.

“Valiant Knight!” continued she, addressing the Sultan, we are more eager than
yourself, to procure you the means of delivering us from the tyrant by whom we are
oppressed. In one of the windings of this mountain, there is a marsh full of reeds, remarkably
tall and strong. Of these we will form a raft, on which, taking the advantage of a calm sea, we
ourselves will conduct you to the White Island. Meanwhile, repose yourself, and continue to
take your repast in tranquillity. “Sister,” said she to Ilzaide, “let us go immediately and
prepare the raft!”—“ I will follow you,” replied Habib. “I neither want address nor strength,
and can share in your labours.”

“My sisters and I will be sufficient for it,” replied the eldest. We must pass betwixt two
waters, into a place which to you would be inaccessible. You shall see us again in a little. We
are eager to enable you to perform the vow you have made; and to-morrow morning we will
depart for the White Island.”

Saying this they went away, and by springing from rock to rock, they reached a small
eminence bordering on the sea. There, while they were tucking up their garments, and
twitting their hair for plunging into the sea, the youngest of the sisters said to her companions;
“Being thus left alone, the hours will be tedious and wearisome to him.”—“You would have
been extremely glad to have kept him company,” replied the eldest to her; “and while we
were engaged in constructing the raft, you would have laboured to ruin it. Sister! you have
already traversed the sea, but you know not all its dangers: let us go where duty calls.” All the
three then plunged into the water, and went to prepare the raft.

Habib having finished his repast, and seeing the day hastening to a close, performed
his ablution, offered up his prayers, and peacefully committed himself to sleep, expecting the
return of the daughters of the sea. The early rays of the sun soon struck his eyelids; his looks
were immediately directed to the expanse which separated him from the White Island, and
his eyes eagerly measured its extent. Suddenly he perceived upon the sea, which was scarcely
ruffled by the gentle zephyrs, an unusual motion; he could distinguish an object advancing
rapidly towards the shore, and several heads raised above the water called upon him. “Come
knight! mount this raft.” He recognized the voice of the daughters of the sea, and sprang upon
the tender vessel, which immediately rowed through the waves.

Eight dolphins were yoked to the raft; the eldest of the Naiads, with her body raised
above the water down to her girdle, and supporting her two hands on the stern of the vessel,
served it, for a rudder. The two younger, swimming each at a side, preferred the equilibrium
with one of their hands; and Habib, wholly occupied with his project, sat upon the raft.

The whole of the White Island was soon in view. The palace of the tyrant, built of coral
and shells, appeared upon the most prominent point of the island. The guards, having
perceived the warrior at a great distance, sounded the alarm, and announced his arrival to
Racachik; and the monster thought himself already in possession of a new prey. “Let him
advance,” said he; “ask at him what he wants? Dearly shall he certainly learn, that no
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stranger lands here without measuring his strength, and courage with mine. Meanwhile I will
arm myself, that I may give him a suitable reception.”

In the mean time, the raft reached the shore and Habib having sprung from it with
great agility, was joined by one of the sentinels, a kind of amphibious monster, who proposed
questions to him as he had been ordered. “Go,” said Habib, “tell thy master, that I am come
here to engage him.”—“You are not armed,” replied the monster, “and you have no
horse.”—“You know nothing about the matter,” replied the Sultan; “my turban is as strong
as an helmet; and my scymetar supplies the place of a cuirass and a shield, and I have no need
of an horse; only let your master dare to attack me! I challenge him, together with all his
power.”

This message was delivered. Racachik became furious. Covered with his scales, and
mounted upon his frightful sea horse, whose unwieldy gallop raised a cloud of dust, he
hastened towards the shore, and seeing the hero, “Contemptible offspring of Adam,” said he
to him, “satellite of Mahomet! Thy head is full of vanity, because, like other worms, thou
creepest not on the earth; and because it is raised three cubits above, the mud of which it was
formed. Dost thou dare to insult and defy the genie Racachik! Receive the punishment of thy
audacity.” At the same time he pushed his horse towards Habib, and prepared to pierce him
with his terrible spear.

The young hero drew his scymetar, and before the stroke could reach him, the spear
of his adversary was shivered to pieces. The violence of the shock benumbed the arm of the
tyrant, his horse reared, and, no longer obedient to the hand of the rider, rushed with him to
the shore, and was overturned with him.

Racachik, now conscious of his danger, called to him all the powers that were under his
command. At that very instant the sea was agitated, and cast them forth. The shore was
covered with sea calves, and lions, and the whales approaching it, spurted up such torrents
of water, as appeared to form an insupperable barrier betwixt the young Sultan and his
adversary. The whole coast re-echoed with dismal yells, and all the monsters summoned by
Racachik, at once rushed upon the hero. For some time he maintained the combat with his
scymetar; but, overpowered by numbers, and finding that his efforts would soon be vain, he
thrice brandished his scymetar in the air, and with confidence pronounced the formidable
word Power. This produced an immediate effect: the monsters who had been able to resist the
sword, constrained by a superior power, rushed again into the gulfs from which they had
issued forth. Racachik still ventured to appear, and with the whales rib which he wore instead
of a scimitar, endeavoured to oppose the formidable armour of Solomon; but it broke into a
thousand pieces; and his scaly body, together with his enchanted armour, was reduced to
dust.—“Go, wretch!” said Habib, “and groan thro’ eternity in the caverns of Caucasus!” At
that instant, all the remains of the monsters disappeared, the coast was left clear and solitary,
and Racachik existed no more but in the memory of the revoked genies.

A mournful and pensive silence succeeded the agitation of this terrible scene. And the
victorious Habib, recognizing the will of the destinies fell upon his knees, before that being
who watched over him, and thus exclaimed.

“O thou power, whom nothing can refill! thy enemies are overthrown; at thy breath
they have disappeared: and what has become of their remains?
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“The fire which consumes the stubble of harvest, leaves some traces behind, but thy
enemies are destroyed; and where are their ashes?

“The feeble reed, in the hands of the servant of God, has more force than the oak in
the hands of the wicked.

“I placed myself on the bow of Mahomet and Solomon; they shot me at this cursed
race, and I have wholly destroyed it!”

Habib arose, overpowered with the blessings he had received, and perceived not the
snare which gratitude was spreading for his modesty.

The shore was covered with the daughters of the sea, who were crowned with sea
plants, and girded with garlands, they had come to pay homage to their deliverer, and lay the
treasures of their element at his feet. The melodious harmony of their voices, and the graces
of their mein, would have softened the most savage breast. They crowded around the hero,
and prostrated themselves at his knees. The young Ilzaide and her sisters were more eager
than the rest; but Habib, confounded with these marks of respect, refused to receive them.
“I have done nothing for you,” said he, “and you are under no obligation to a man who has
scarcely fulfilled his duty. Is there no mosque here, in which to worship the Deity? Let us
repair to the temple, thither I will march before you. Is there any faithful subject of Dorathil-
Goase present? To her I will remit your presents, for whom alone I ought to accept them.”

At that instant, a genie, named Balazan, and in his natural shape, presented himself.
His head was bent under the load of years, his wings were broken, and his body galled with
the chains with which the tyrant had loaded him. “Sir!” said he, “in the time of Queen
Camarilzaman, we had three mosques in this place, but Racachik has profaned and destroyed
them. That heap of ruins which you behold, is the remains of a city which he plundered,
devouring all its inhabitants. Since that time the island has been without commerce or
cultivation. I had been appointed  to the command of it by Illabousatrou; but Racachik, at his
arrival, caused me be shut up in the dungeon, from which I have just escaped by your power.
I come to pay homage to the ambassador of Solomon, in whose hands the sword of that
prophet shines on this shore, and to own subjection to the deliverer of the children of God, and
the avenger of Dorathil- Goase.”

“Come, Balazan!” replied Habib, “in the name of the great Prophet, and of Dorathil-
Goase, whose Knight I am, I restore to you all the power with which you were formerly
inverted. Take these treasures which you behold at my feet, cause the mosque be rebuilt, and
from the top of the minarets let the muezin invite to them the faithful subjects whom fear has
dispersed. Govern here in the name of Mahomet, of the illustrious Solomon, and of your
Queen. Every where re-establish order, and assist me in conveying myself to Medinaz-il-
bailor.”

“Noble, and valiant Knight!” replied Balazan, “with confidence I receive your orders,
and submit to them, in the name of the powerful Creator of the universe. But, Sir! it is beyond
my power to give you any assistance in your journey to the place whither you are called by
fate. The island is destitute of every vessel for navigation, and the road through the air is
useless, since,, as you see, my wings are cut! And had they still all their strength, yet Abarikaf
is so completely master of the passages on high, that my resources would be of no avail. You
must continue to pass from island to island, in the same way in which you were conduced
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thither. Avail yourself of the enthusiasm, which your person and virtues have spread among
the genies of the sea. Efface from their remembrance, the dangers to which they have been
exposed together with you; and they will be able to conduct you into the very centre of your
enemies forces. The rest must be the work of your valour, and of the high decrees of destiny.

“Terror has already infected the Yellow and the Red Islands. Mokilras, the tyger of the
sea, and son of the dreadful, tyrant, from whom you have just delivered us, has the command
of them both. Informed of the defeat of his father, he has already taken every precaution
which fear can suggest. Difficulties await you, but if you are able to surmount them, you must
take possession of the skin of this monster, and make a standard of it, at the sight of which the
Red Island will immediately submit.”

Habib then addressing himself to the eldest of the daughters of the sea, said to her, “If
I could here find a fisherman’s bark, or a small boat, I would instantly set fail for the Yellow
Island; but as these cannot be procured, would the genies of your element refuse me their
aid?”—“Should fear,” replied she, “deter them from the enterprise, or should they be ignorant
of the high degree of confidence, that a Knight like you deserves, my sisters and I would teach
them their duty. The dolphins can still conduct your raft within a league of the land; but it
would be dangerous for them to go farther, on account of the preparations which Mokilras will
have taken.”—“What is it to swim a league?” said Habib, “for a man determined to
undertake every thing in the prosecution of his duty.”

“O generous Knight!” replied the daughter of the sea, “who would refuse to follow you,
were it only to see, and hear, and admire you? But are you not afraid of being yourself
devoured by the monsters of the deep?”—“I am afraid of nothing, Madam, but of not
executing, as I ought, the will of my destiny in the service of your Queen.”—“Depend upon
us, valiant hero! my sisters and I will reserve for ourselves the honour of assisting you.”

That instant the raft departed, and seemed to fly over the waters. They could already
distinguish the commotions which were taking place on the Yellow Island; and were only a
league distant from it, when the dolphins, warned by their instinct, suddenly stopped, and
struggled to break the chains which bound them to the raft. One of the sisters advanced and
cut them; and the raft remained motionless. In a short time, a billow, which the sea monsters
raised, seemed about to swallow it up; but Habib, who saw that not a moment was to be lost,
in delivering his lovely companions from the dangers that threatened them, took the scymetar
in his hand, and began to swim, pronouncing at the same time the formidable word of the
talisman. The waters might be said, of their own accord, to have arranged themselves, in order
to point out to him an infallible course. The billows were scattered, the surface of the sea
became smooth, and the hero was carried to a part of the coast, where no obstacle opposed
his landing.

His enemies, dispersed in clusters, no sooner beheld his looks, than they betook
themselves to flight. Wherever the crowd appeared thickest, thither he marched; and being
the messenger of the thunder, which was about to burst, he rushed upon them with his sabre,
and all, who resisted the keen edge of his blade, were instantly scattered.

Mokilras, the enormous tyger, took his position on his two feet; he threw, at the hero,
the unwelldy club with which he was armed, and, quickly resuming his own nature, he fled
upon his four feet. Habib pursued him; but as he was not to be overtaken by human vigour
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or agility, he pronounced, with a loud voice, the fatal word, and at the same time exclaimed,
“Mokilras! in the name of Solomon, I arrest you.” The monster was motionless. A single
stroke of the scimitar cut off his head, and his skin was instantly carried off.

No sooner was the tyrant of the Yellow Island destroyed, than all the elements
returned to their natural course, and silence succeeded the frightful tumult, by which they
were agitated.

Meanwhile, the three daughters of the sea had rallied upon the raft; and the young
Ilzaide, standing upon the vessel, and applying to her mouth a long sea trumpet, recalled from
afar the affrighted dolphins. Obedient to her voice, they crowded back to the raft; and all the
inhabitants of the waters joined in concerts of joy; the air resounded with the songs of victory,
and the whole crowd thronged to the shore, the moment Mokilras was spoiled by the hero.

Habib returned, and rejecting the homage which bordered on adoration: “Creatures
of the Almighty,” said he, “lift up your eyes to heaven! there dwells the only object of your
gratitude. Subjects of Dorathil-Goase! to her your respect, homage, and submission are due.
Her Knight reserves nothing but the privilege of joining his vows to yours, and of sharing in
your deliverance.”

As he finished, crowds of people, flocking from all quarters, increased his triumph, and
his embarrassment. All of them wished to swear obedience to him, and asked him to impose
new laws; when happily the aged Balazan appeared. As soon as every thing in the White
Island had submitted to the power of this genie, he had endeavoured to raise himself in the
air, that, if possible, he might follow the successful fortunes of the young Habib; and, with
great difficulty, had been able to join him in the Yellow Island, at the moment, when its
inhabitants were paying him their homage. “Subjects of Dorathil-Goase,” said the old genie,
as he arrived, “this valiant Knight receives the expressions of your gratitude; return to your
possessions; and from this day submit to the laws of our Sovereign.—And you Knight!” said
he to Habib, “take a moment’s repose. The subjection of the Red Island is a conquest
unworthy of your labours. I alone will mount the raft, on which you were conducted to this
place, and carry with me the skin of Mokilras, and his armour. At the terrible sight of the
trophy I will form of these, the rebels will voluntarily stretch forth their hands to the chains
I shall carry for them. Reserve your strength for the attack of the Green and Blue Islands, and
especially for that of the Black Island!”

Habib valued not the victory which was gained without danger; and therefore
abandoned the enterprise to the conduct of Balazan, and sought the repose, which the labours
awaiting him rendered necessary.

He was still asleep, when Balazan arrived from the Red Island, holding in his hand two
bottles of goat’s skin. “Knight!” said he to Habib, awakening him, “behold the remainder of
the only dangerous enemies which were in the country I have just subjected to the laws of the
Queen. I have shut them up in these bottles, and am going to send them immediately to the
mouth of the caverns of Mount Caucasus. To-morrow you may repair, without any obstacle,
to the Red Island, and there consider in what manner you are to pursue your victories. But
the dangers you are about to encounter will admit of no description. Nisabic, a genie, whose
enchantments are perhaps equal to those of Abarikaf, is governor of the Green Island, and his
empire extends also over the Blue. It is impossible to conjecture in what manner his attacks
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ought to be resisted, for he varies them perpetually; and if their effects are visible, your genie
must meet those that he conceals from you. All this would be impossible to us, but nothing
must be so to the champion of Dorathil-Goase.”

Resistance and difficulties fired the courage of the Arabian Prince; and, with the first
rays of morning, he set out for the Red Island; the dolphins dragging the raft. He passed the
point of it, that he might be within reach of the Green Island, which he proposed to attack
next day.

The daughters of the sea had not forsaken their deliverer, and perpetually ministered
to his necessities. The hero, left to his own reflexions, recalled to his memory, the saying of
the wise Il’Haboul, I am more afraid of danger to you from secret stratagem, than from open
force. He therefore put himself on his guard against the artifices of the genie, whom he was
to subdue. And having done so he securely fell asleep in the arms of Providence, and arose
next day with a heart full of ardour and hope.

The hero was rowing quietly towards the place of his destination, when, all at once, the
three sisters shrieked aloud, and the head and hands of Ilzaide, who swam along side of the
raft, disappeared. Habib drew his scimitar, and began to swim; but finding himself entangled
with nets, he pronounced the formidable word, and employed the edge of his blade, and the
meshes of the nets yielded on every side. He laid hold of Ilzaide and carried her to the raft;
he then flew in haste to the relief of her sisters. After they were all in safety, he observed, that
the raft was agitated without advancing forwards, and that the dolphins were entangled in the
same nets. He swam around and disengaged them. And, in order to secure his course, he
mounted the foremost of the dolphins, and directed his progress towards the land, cutting, on
the right and left, the nets that lay in his way.

From the summit of one of the highest towers of his palace of steel, the tyrant observed
the object which was advancing towards the shore. He saw that it passed the magical net, with
which he had encumbered the sea. He did not perceive the Arabian Prince; but upon a huge
body, which floated to the land with great, rapidity, he observed a group of three women
almost naked, and was altogether at a loss against what sort of danger he ought to provide.
They had greatly mistaken his character, if they thought of captivating him with their beauty;
and the precautions he had taken rendered him secure from every sort of enchantment. The
palace which he occupied was of actual steel, and the only access to it lay through a vault cut
in the solid rock, armed with sharp points of iron, and defended by a key which hung only by
a thread. This defence could not be overcome either by enchantments, or the charms of any
sort of magic.

Nisabic, thus confiding in his strength, sallied out of his palace, leaped through the
formidable vault, and came to meet his adversary. The group he had perceived advanced
towards the land, and the Knight sprung upon the shore. The hero was held in most sovereign.
contempt by the monster, who was armed from head to foot, and who, on consulting the liars
concerning his fortune, had learned, that, in order to become master of his person, it would
be necessary to get possession of his house of steel. It appeared to him impossible, that his
enemy could escape the dangers of the mysterious vault, and should he even be so fortunate,
he would find it impossible to destroy the fort, which he would meet with, after having passed
the dangerous vault.
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Nisabic appeared before Habib, holding in his hand a club of steel of an enormous
weight. “Who art thou, audacious fellow?” said he; “what madness hath brought you hither
to meet your fate?”—“I am the Knight of Dorathil- Goase,” replied Habib; “and am come to
chastise such as have rebelled against God and Solomon.”—“Vile insect!” replied the enraged
genie; “you have but one life to lose, and dared thou, unarmed, insult Nisabic? Die by the
death I reserve for my slaves!” At the same time, he raised his club with an incredible
celerity, and aimed a stroke at the hero’s head. The Arabian Prince opposed its fall, with
nothing but the blade of his scymetar; but the effect of it was terrible. The club dropped from
the hands of Nisabic, and dragged him along with it. The talisman confounded him, and
perceiving that he was sinking under the power of his enemy, he pronounced his dark
conjurations. Habib approached the body, in order to pierce the fallen genie, but perceiving
nothing but his armour, he found that he was master of nothing but the outside of a warrior.

The material substance of Nisabic had disappeared, and the Prince of Arabia had no
idea, that this conquest was more valuable to him than the real body of the geriie. In reality,
it explained the prophecy which said, that in order to become master of the rebel, it would be
necessary to get possession of his house of steel. For the oracle meant the armour in which
the genie was clothed, and in which he seemed to have placed all his confidence.

Habib despised this armour, whose proportions far exceeded the stature of ordinary
men; and with four strokes of his scymetar, he made the chains which fastened it disappear,
scattered its fragments, and thus fulfilled another prophecy of the oracle; the powers subject
to  Nisabic will be loosened and dispersed.

In becoming invisible, and retreating under the vault, through which the entrance to
his habitation lay, the monster made the last trial of his power. He appeared in his natural
shape, with his scymetar, and waited for Habib at the entry of the vault, as if to challenge him
to single combat. The young Prince allowed himself to be drawn into the snare, and the genie
retreated two steps. He cut the thread by which the key of the vault was suspended, and the
rocks tumbled down with a horrible crash.

As soon as the Sultan heard the first efforts, he pronounced, with a loud voice, the
formidable word of the talisman, and opposed his gleaming blade to the fall of the rocks. The
fragments, as they fell, arranged themselves on his right and left, and did not occasion him the
smallest harm. He was surrounded by a dreadful dust, and heard nothing on every side but
the shrieks and groans, which came from Nisabic himself. “Arabian!” said the genie to him,
“misfortune has now instructed me, and I recognise your destiny and my own. I trusted in the
oracles, but they have deceived me. Long have I expected you; but as your power was
disguised under so weak appearances, I did not recognize you, and impudently delivered
myself to your victorious arm. Do not abuse your success; I am crushed under these ruins, and
in this situation my existence would be dreadful. Cause me to be transported to the dungeons
of Caucasus, that I may at least enjoy the sympathy of others in distress!” “Genie!” replied
Habib, “thou art guilty of many crimes, but I have the soul of a true Knight, and even my
enemy may ask a favour from me; nevertheless, I cannot come to a decision without counsel,
and will not return thee an answer, till after I shall have offered up three prayers.”

Habib was as it were buried in a hole, in the middle of the rocks; and the dust was
scarcely dispersed, when he saw like two stars sparkling over his head. These were the
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charming eyes of the youngest of the daughters of the sea. “Is it you, Sir?” said she; “how
happy are we! We trembled for your life, when we beheld this mountain tumble down upon
you. Take hold of my hair, Knight! and be not afraid of hurting me. I have both strength and
courage.” Saying this, she let down her locks to him; the end of which he seized, and was
drawn up from the subterraneous passage.

Habib’s first care was to thank his deliverer. “I have done nothing,” said she, “to
deserve your thanks; but would willingly make you the happiest of mortals! At the same time
she stretched forth her hand to assist him in passing from rock to rock, till at last they arrived
on the outer rampart of the ditches of the palace of steel, the usual residence of the genie
Nisabic.

They were scarcely arrived when they perceived the two other sisters on the
neighbouring rocks. “Come sisters,” exclaimed Ilzaide, “he is here!” Nothing but a strong and
sincere passion could have secured our hero from the many attacks of Ilzaide, so much the
more dangerous that they were innocent. But he was already vanquished by his destiny, and
the Queen had nothing to fear.

Yet the conquest of the Green Island was not complete. The castle of steel was
inaccessible; the fortifications were guarded, and the gates and bridges shut. “I am yet
ignorant,” said Habib, “how I shall be enabled to succeed in this bold enterprise. There is an
impregnable fort, against which human strength, can be of no avail. I have no longer
confidence in myself, but in the decrees of the fate by which I am conducted. It may be
possible, that in confessing his defeat, Nisabic has only been artfully laying a snare, in order
to draw me into a new combat; and dangers may yet await me here, to which you must not
be exposed. Return to your own element, and offer up prayers for the knight of Dorathil-
Goase; at least, let your distance from the danger render me entirely easy on your
account.”—“No, we will not leave you,” replied the daughters of the sea; “whoever is with
you, is beyond the reach of danger.”—“Were you always at my side,” added the youngest, “I
should brave the tempests which rend the rocks.”

Habib, with the sabre in his hand, approached the draw-bridge. “By Solomon!” cried
he, “and in virtue of this talisman, I order this bridge to fall down.” It instantly turned upon
its hinges, and the passage was laid open. The warrior cut with his scimitar the two chains
which assisted in raising it, and penetrated into the court of the fortress.

In the middle of this court stood a pillar, on the top of which was placed an iron cage.
This monument was covered with talismans, and had the following inscription written upon
it. Thou canst not be destroyed but by the power of Arabia. Habib struck all the talismans
with his sabre, and a sudden noise resounded from the centre of the subterraneous abodes,
even to the summit of the vaults. The pillar was broken in pieces, and the subjects of Dorathil-
Goase, who were confined in chains, at once rushed from their dungeons. The cage was now
on the ground; and Habib perceived within it, a very extraordinary object, whose species he
could scarcely distinguish. It was a naked woman, whose countenance was concealed by her
hair. “Who are you, madam?” asked the hero.—“Sir!” replied she, “deliver me from this
prison, and give me some cloths, that I may appear with decency before you. This cage is shut
by a talisman, which the savage Nisabic always carries with him; endeavour to open it; restore
me to liberty, and I will never cease to bless God, Mahomet, and you.”— “You would not
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forget the illustrious Solomon,” replied the Knight, “in whose name I break in pieces every
bar.” At the same time he struck the bars of the cage with his scimitar.

The three daughters of the sea, after dividing their girdles, covered the prisoner with
them, in such a manner, that she could appear in presence of the Knight, without offending
her modesty. No sooner were the subjects of Dorathil-Goase delivered from their chains, than
they prostrated themselves before the unknown lady, and showed her every mark of
attachment and respect. Habib being ignorant of the reason of this, said to them, “What is this
you do? Who is this lady?”—“Alas! Sir,” replied one of them, “She is the Lady of the
Beautiful Tresses. She is a relation of the beautiful Dorathil-Goase, and, before the revolt of
Abarikaf, was our Queen.”—“O heaven exclaimed the Arabian Prince, “a Queen, and a
relation of Dorathil-Goase! How shall I restore to her all that she has lost?”

“There will be no difficulty in that,” replied the person to whom he proposed the
question. “The tyrant, together with the treasures of the Queen, hath accumulated all the
riches of the island in this fortress, and since you are now master of it, you are master of its
wealth. The women whom you see at the bottom of the court, and whose situation prevents
them from approaching, were engaged in her service. They discovered too much attachment
to her after her misfortunes, and a prison has been the recompense of their fidelity.

“Bring hither,” said Habib, “all those who were attached to the person of your Queen,
and let her again take possession of a palace in which every thing belongs to her.”

“I myself was in her service,” replied the one whom he interrogated, “and in a place
of trust.” “You shall be reinstated in it,” said Habib, “if she thinks it proper. Meanwhile
surround her with every thing which can contribute to her convenience. And if you know the
rooms of this castle, after you shall have spoken to those who are to engage again in her
service, you will accompany me, in order that I may be able to conduct her to the most
magnificent apartment.”

All the people, who were to compose the establishment of the Lady of the Beautiful
Tresses, were assembled in a moment. Habib presented them to her, and requested her to
accept of his hand. “You are restored to all your rights, Madam,” said he, “and to the
government of this Island. Grant to the Knight of Dorathil-Goase the honour of conducting
you to your palace.”

The Lady of the Beautiful Tresses cast down her eyes, and allowed herself to be led
to an apartment prepared for her by the genie, and to which she had preferred the cage, from
which had just been delivered. Every thing in the apartment was magnificent. Riches of all
sorts were accumulated in it; and the lady immediately found more than was necessary for
dressing, in a becoming manner, both herself and all her court.

The three daughters of the sea had followed her, and, as the companions of the Arabian
Knight, requested the favour of being permitted to arrange her beautiful locks.

‘’Alas!” said she to them, “they were the cause of my misery; yet, as even in my
misfortune, they were my only resource, I cannot reproach myself with the excessive
attachments I have had for them and therefore, with much  pleasure, I commit them to your
hands.” The Lady of the Beautiful Tresses left her toilet, with her locks twilled in the form
of a tiara upon her head, and adorned with strings of pearls and rubies, while other two hung
down her back, reaching below her girdle.
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Scarcely was she dressed, when the attendants came to intimate to her that dinner was
served up. Habib took her by the hand, to lead her to the table. She invited the lovely
daughters of the sea to dine with her; and, for the first time in his life, the Arabian Prince was
seated with ladies, and the first time for these six months, sat down to a repast which was not
earned by his own industry, or that of others. The kitchens-and butteries of Misakobhe had
furnished every thing.

The Lady of the Beautiful Tresses was in the bloom of youth, of a stature which was
majestic and perfectly elegant: her looks, which were full of animation, breathed an affecting
languor. A heart, whose feelings were not already engaged, might easily have become
enamoured of her; but none could resist the interest that her beauty and misfortunes inspired.
Habib looked at her with the utmost tenderness; Ilzaide accidentally caught the motion of his
eyes, and really affected, without suspecting it, became jealous, without being conscious of it.

The entertainment passed in mutual attentions; and when it was finished, the company
retired into a chamber, where Habib besought the lady to have the goodness, unless it was too
troublesome to her, to give him the history of her misfortunes. A sigh arose from the lady’s
heart, and drawing her hands over her beautiful eyes, to wipe off the tears, she thus began.
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